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High production cutting of identical gear shapes requires both speed and accuracy.
But some fast, accurate machines incur maintenance and operator costs that eat up profits.
With Kapp CBN form grinding, you don't give up productivity to maintain profitability.
• Kapp CBN machines are faster than other grinding processes, with no heat checking or
burning. Kapp CBN accuracy has proven itself on spur & helical involute forms, radial forms.
near-net forgings, internal & external profiles, vane pump slots and constant velocity joints,
• Kapp CBN machines are operator friendly, for fast recall of setups and accuracy time after time.
• Kapp CBN machines use CBN wheels that incorporate the desired form right in the wheel with
no need for dressing.
lfyou'd like to find out how Kapp CBN technology can Improve your productivity, contact
American Pfauter, 925 Estes Ave., ElkGroveVillage,IL60007. Phone (312)640-7500.
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Mitsubishi
Shapes the World of Gears ...
What can Mitsubishi do for you? Mitsubishi can support
you in all fields of gear manufacturing technology.
Mitsubishi builds gear bobbers, gear shapers and gear
shavers. All CNC controlled. Mitsubishi not only builds
gear machinery but also manufactures various kinds of
cutting tools. TiN coated gear hobs, shaping cutters and
shaving cutters, etc. With Mitsubishi, you can get a

I
MachlOlng Cenlers F...s

" MIITS,IU'BISHI!
.... HEAVY IINDUSTRIES,ILTD.

5--1, Marunouchi l-chome, Ohiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Cable Addrass: HISHIJU TOKYO

single source hardware supply, engineering support
and responsibility Look for
Mitsubishi, the world leader of gear
manufacturing technology.
For more information,cali
(312) 860-4220, NOW!

eNC Lathes Cyrlnd:ncal

Gnntler$
S~lal'PUfPOse Gea.rMaking PreciSion
Machine Tools Machine 1Oo*s. CuUlng TOols

Mitsubishi H'eavy Industries America, ~nc.
873 Supreme Drive, :Bensenvllle, IL 60160 Phone: (312) 860-4220

Mitsubishi .Internationall Corporation
873 Supreme Drive, Bensenville, IL 60160 Phone: (312) 860-4222
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OO&IER
An iJ1u.str.Ition of what: appe.m to be a

sitfIte screw ~deYice. HeavyOOjed5 MI!R'
apparently attached to the.hooks at the bot·
tomfitlte 5CmII. The aank~ MIOlJlJ
gearshotm on the.1etf: MJUJd drive the.screw
and raise the objeds dfthe IIJ'(JUnd. No 1ilT-
ther inIi:JntJaIjon is available about this par-
ticular skddI, one fihumreds ofdrawirfls
/Xmet:hanicaJ deWces found in .Leooardo's
nottbooks.
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Operator Control
!Panel for paJ1load-
ingl and machine
setup.

I\evooara:: with
for one-

time entry of part
print and tolerance
data. "Mouse" per-
mits use of CAD
techniques.

PloHer delivers
multi-color hard
copy of graphics
and test data.

CNCstatus
monitor provides
status and.posi-
tional display of
mechanicat 'system
and CNe control
lunctions.

Our Model 3000 QC Gear Analyzer is a third generation eNC gear inspection system lin-
corporating all of the' comprehensive analytical tests and evaluation capabillnes of
previous M & Msystems, such as our Model 2000, but with these added capabilities:
• Dramatically improved speed and accuracy through new mechanical system design

and advanced CNC control technology.
• Computer hardware and applications software, are modular to allow the user to buy

only the required capability. This makes the 3000 ac adaptable to laboratory testing
or production-line inspection.

'. Integrated Statisticall Process Control wiith local data base capability is an optional
feature.

• Networking with MAPS oompat'ibility is available.
• Robotic interfacingl for totally automatic load/test'unload operation can be

lnoorporated
For more information or applications assistance, write or call: M & M Precision Syst,ems,
300 Progress Rd.,.West Carrollton, OH 45449,. 513/859~8273, TWX 810/450-2626,
FAX 513/859'-4452.

·.M&M PRECISIaN
SYSTEMS

AN ACME-CLEVELAND COMPANY
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MR. NONE-QF-THE-ABOVE WINS AGAIN

A few years ago. during a presidential election campaign,
I saw an editorial cartoon that depicted a man standing out-
side a voting booth with a bemused expression on his face.
Over the door to the booth was a quotation from Dante'
,.Abandon hope, all ye who enter here" Unfortunately For
aI/ of us. the gnmjest iSjust as timely now. Once again, when
we make our choice for president [his year. the pick seems
to be between Mr. Well-He's-Not-Actually-Awful and Mr.
At-Least-He's-Not-The-Otner-Guy A candidate who can
arouse truly positive and hopeful feelings In the electorate
is once again not on the ballot.

Governor Dukakis bills himself as a new kind of
Democrat-one who understands business, one who will
be fiscally responsible, one who can produce a "miracle"
for the country similar to the one he produced for
Massachusetts, But a closer look reveals that the
Massachusetts mIracle may be as much blue smoke as
economic recovery: and such recovery as has taken place
has been financed by the largest tax increase in
Massachusetts hrstory. Having MIT and the hi-tech Mecca
of Route 128 in Massachusetts didn't hurt any either

Unfortunately, Mr. Dukakis' smug, puritanical moraliZing,
coupled With his ineffectual responses on some campaign
issues. remind too many people of another governor With
no experience in national government. Mr. Carter. I've been
struck by the number of people from his own state and the
rest of New England who speak With some skepticism about
his attempts to shed this image and present the country With
a "new" Michael Dukakrs, The memories they have of the
old one are not so pleasant. and they have doubts about
how much of the "new" is real. and how much is conve-
nient cosmetic change for the sake of the campaign.

The question on the minds of many people is. "Who really
is Mike, and can he do any of the things he says he can?"

George Bush. Mr. Dukakis' Republican opponent, has his
own problems with bach his record and his image, He suf-
fers from a bad case of Foot-in-mouth diseaseand a tendency
to lean too heavily on non-issues. like his opponent's opi-
nion of the Pledge of Allegiance and his membership in the
ACLU. There are many-some would say too many-
unanswered questions about Mr. Bush's role in the /ran-
Contra cusmess and his switch from a critic of "voodoo
economics" to a true believer in the Reagan brand of
econormc recovery financed by a huge national debt. His
ability to choose advisors and team members who are not
liabilities to him and at least some of his consntuency IS also
open to question.

Perhaps more serious is a pervasive sense that we don't
really know who Mr Bush IS either. A study of his record
In government service shows us a possibly competent ad-
ministrator and an expert at keeping a low profile. His per-
formance has always been "adequate." Nothing awful has
ever happened on his watch. but nothing outstandingly
good either.

The answer to the Democrats' question. "Where was
George?" seems to be. keeping his head down and staying
out of trouble. That mIght be an admirable trait In a rrud-
level bureaucrat. It is not such a cesuaote pcsmon for the
man who wants to be the leader of the free world When
Sitting across the table from Mr. Gorbachev. arguably one
of the mosr dynamic and bnlliant Soviet leaders of the 20th
century, Mr. Bush must be able to do better than "stay out
of trouble."

This feeling of electoral malaise extends to the vice-
presidential candidates as well. There may have been a time
when we could say that the job didn't matter that much;
that It was a ticket to four years of well-paid obscunty. Un-
fortunately, in a world Increasingly dangerous and complex,
being a heartbeat from the presidency ISno casual matter.
It does make a good deal of difference who holds that
office-and neither of the vice-presidential candidates InspIres
me strong sense of security one would like to feel about the
person who occupies it

Lloyd Bentsen, Mr. Dukakis' running mate. is a tough. ex-
penenced Texaspolitician, but he is IdeologIcally Incompati-
ble with the Massachusetts governor. One wonders If he
could or would actually carry out Mr. Dukakis' programs If
he had to assume the Presidency Mr. Bentsen's personal and
political finances also raise some troubling ethical questions.
He is the owner of a legally required blind trust thar watches
his affairs with one eye open, and the inventor of the "Eggs
Mc8entsen" breakfast, at which lobbyists. For a mere
S 10,000. could share toast and coffee with him. Do we Wish

[connnued on page 35)
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UWepurchased our first Okamoto in 1982 and we've been
so impressed with the quality of their product and service
that we purchased th.ree more since then and have two
more on order - a new HTG-24 High Tech Form Gear
Grinder and a n,ew eNC SHG-360." Dave Patterson,
President and Burt Johnson, Vice President.

A,-:'--
!~ __~~G)_~).PA.TTIERSONI\f~ GEAR & MACHINlE,_INlC.
~... .' }bur Custom Gear Specialist

'Consisten't Quali'ty - ,Unbeatable Value
That is why Patterson Gear & Machine

grinds with Okamoto Gear 'Grinders

Designed, Built and Sold by tne Group
That Can Solve Your Gear Grinding Problems

PER!EZ MACHINiE TDDL CD.
II GINGER CT.· E_ A.MHERST, NEW YORK ,14051, • TELEPHONE 716-689-6982

ExcluSive U.s.A. &
Canadian Distributor 01
Okamoto Gear Grinders
G'TP-200 & GTR Series
Gear Tooth Chamfering
Machines
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AN INVIT~TION TO BE A CHAMPION
Recent nistory has taught us that global comoennon has

become tougher and is a major concern 0' American gear
manufacturers and users.The world has become smaller and
manufacturers from abroad have invaded American markets
wIth products designed in an environment where manage-
ment of technology has been practiced effectively. "
American companies intend to compere rn the changing
world marker. they must acquire the technologres that will
allow them to do so.

During the past several years. ann-trust laws have been
liberalized to allow cooperation among competitors. Through
a special type of cooperation, whIch the ASME Gear
Research lnsnture has termed "Cooperative Pre-Competltive
Research and Development." a better technology base can
be established. Simply stated. Cooperative Pre-Competitive
Research and Development is the pooling of resources and
workIng together to create techncloqres wltnoutjeopardlz-
Ing domestic cornpennve position.

The success of the concept has been proven throughout
the world and. [0 a limited degree, In the United States. It
has much to offer and IS a good way to maximize return
on dollars allocated to research.

The ASME Gear Research InstJtute is concerned with the
relative lack of organized .3pplied ge.3r research being con-
duaed in the United States when compared With mat In
Europe and ASia. IResearch programs In Europe are well
organized and dIrected by members of the gear industry. The
collected data IS shared only by participants in the program.
The work is sometimes made public, but not until several
years after I[ has been completed; thus. offerrng the program
partidpants aoeqoate rime [0 use me data to their competitive
advantage.

Today some U.S. companies are workmq with European
universities in developing gear technology. Apparently. they
perceive that the European universities offer a service that
no U.S. Institution is capable of offenng. This amtude is
disturbing. since it indicates an apparent deficiency in the
gear research conducted In the United States.

Gear manufacturers in the United States probably spend
more total dollars for gear research than gear manufacturers
of any country In the wor1d, however. [he work ISdone In
corporate laboratories. The resultsare considered proprietary,
and the work is usually fragmemed, since it isdone to satisfy
a specific need of the corporation Sometimes the same
technology is being developed in several laboratories. each
company spending ns hard-earned research dollars to come
to the same condusrorrs. It would be better for these com-
parnes [0 pool their resources and work together In these
areas of common technology. developing more complete

Donald L. Borden IS Vice President. Indusrnal AffaIrs, of
ASME Gear Research Institute. He served as Vice Presaen:
or the tectvvcs! Division of AGMA. from 1976-1984 and is
a member of the tecnmcst Division Executive Committee.
Currently. Mr. Borden IS the conference chairman of the
A.SME 5th International Power TransmiSSionand Geanng
Conference.

data that could be confidently used as a sprrng board rOf
the proprietary research that leads to cornpennve advantage.

Daniel Boorsrrn, a noted historian and the librarian of
Congress from 1975 to 1987. tells us that every great
discovery disclosesunlmagined realms of ignorance. and that
the great obstacle to progress is not ignorance. but rather
the illusion of knowledge. The courage to believe that we
don't know what we chink we know IS the flm step of
discovery. and those who have Chi.scourage to believe are
the prophets.

From my vantage point. I see several prophets who are
becoming champions of gear research.

There is a champion from the worm gear industry who
has begged for funds for a cooperative research program
to better understand the operation of worm gears. With the
help of ten interested companies. not aJlof whom are worm
ge.3r manufacturers, this champion has raised substantial
funds for a three-year research project.

There are seven champions from the aerospace Industry
who have committed time. talent and funds for a five-year
period to conduct gear research that they have defined as
crmcal to their Industry. They have alreadY reached 70% of
their gool. and have held two meetings of the steering corn-
rnlttee to fin.3lize their plans. and take the next step toward
starting their research programs. There are seven more com-
panies who are champions and have seen the need for
cooperative gear research, pledging time. talent and funds
for a five-year period to meet the technological needs of the
gear industry.

These are the bright spots. However. there are still '120
gear manufacturers and users that must be convinced that
to learn a technOlogy. one must be a doer 0' research. It IS
good to update oneself by attending conrerences, readIng
books and listening to speakers; however. remember that
the Information presented In [hose places was the state of
the art three to four years ago.

The gear industry today has an opportunity to reshape
U.S. gear research. to make It more meaningful. so that
American geared products can again be competitive In the
global rnarketplace. Why not be a part of trus Important ac-
tivity by becoming a champion 0' U.s. gear research?

Donald L. Borden
V.P. Industrial Affairs
ASME-GRI
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ClMA. KAJaAKI's GSF4OO1 CNC4
Wrth patented loader devICe and quICk
cut!er"release mechanism. ,

..
..

At CIMA KANZAKI, Leonardo's legacy
remains a po.verful influence that drives
us to satisfy }(lur exacting vision with
superior gear finishing equipment

That is why we distribute the
Kanzaki gear shaving line. Culte simply,' -
they are the world's best For position-
ing accuracy, for flexibility, for choice
in control options, Kanzaki lives up to
leonardo's vision ...and }(lurs.

His l'islDTl enab.led him 10 examine complex
eiemenIJ, and to reason. out elegant and Leonardo DaVinci.

inrui.tive relarionshlps.

Circle us on the reader card for
more information, Or, belter yet, call
today and tell us exactly what »Our
needs are. )bu'll find CIMA KANZAKJ \
is a brilliant and versatile partner in >yOur
gear production line.

CIMAIUlllZAlCI
,Putting Powerful Ideas In Gear.

DivlsJon of GD. PM" Inc.
501 SOUIhlake Boulevard
Richmond, Virginia 2:1236
(804) 794-9764 .
Telefax (804) 794-6187 • Telex 648-4252

- \
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TECHNICAL CALENDAR
NOV~MSER l-l.SMEGear,Processlng
and Manufacturing Clinic, Sheraton
MerldJan, Indianapolis, IN.The technical
conference will include papers on "Design
and Selection of Hobs, " "Selection of High-
Speed Steel for Gear Cutting Tools,"
"Special DesJgn Debuning Equipment"
and other gear-related subjects. Attendees
will have an opportunity to meet with pre-
senters to discuss papers and ask questions
on a one-on-one basis. Tuesday!evening
will feature a reception and tabletop ex-
hibits from major manufacturers. For further
information, call Dominic Aheam at SI\I1'E
Headquarters, 13 13) 271-1500 x384.

NOVEMBER 5-10. International Con-
ference ,on GearIng, Zhengzhou,
China. ASlVlE-GRJ and several intema-
tional gear organizations are sponsoring
mis meeting. For more information contact:
Inter-Gear '88 Secretariat, Zhengznou
Research Institute of Mechanical Engineer-
ing, Zhongyuan Rd, Zhengzhou, Henan,
China. Tel: 47102. Cable 3COJ. Telex
46033 HSTEC CN.

NOVEMBER 8-10. American SOCiety
tor Metals N'ear Net Shape Manuilac-
turing Conferenc,e', Hyatt Regency,

Columbus, 'OH. Program will cover prec-
sion casting, powder metallurgy. design of
dies and molds, forging technology and in-
spection of precision parts. For further infor-
mation contact: Technical Department
Marketing, ASlIII lntemationai. Metals Park.
OH44D73.

NOV.3o-DEC. 2. 'Gear Seminar, MII-
waukee,WI. The Center for Continuing
Engineering, University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee. is olfiering athree-day seminar
on "Fundamentals of Gear DesJgn." It will
cover the basic design considerations in the
development of properly functioning gea r
systems. The course is aimed at the
designer, user and beginning gear
technologist For more information, con-
tact: John leama n, Center for Cantin uing
Engineering Ed., UW-M, 929 North Sixth
St.. Milwaukee, WI'53203. (4141227-31 '0.

APRIL 25-27, 198" ..ASME SLhAnnual
Power Transmission &\ Gearing Con-
r:erence,. Chicago, IL. Presentations on
emerging technologies for gears. couplings
and other power transmission devices,
gear geometry ..noise. manufacturing and
other gear-related subjects. For more infor·
mation. contact Donald Borden. PO. 80)(

502, Elm Grove, WI 53122.

AGMA TECHNICAL EDUCATIION
SEMINARS. AGMA IS offenng a new
series of technical' educalion seminars, each
one focusing on a different aspect of gear
manufacturing and taught by industry
expert!;.

Nov. " CinCinnati. OH. "Controlfing the
Carburizing Process."

Dec. 7, AGMA Headquarters, Alexandria.
VA. ",Rational Loose Gear Quality Require-
ments for the Specifier and Purchaser.
(Using The Gear Standard AGMA 20CX)
Properly." ,

Jan. 11', Cincinnati. OH. "Specifyrng and
Controlling the Oualir:y of Shot Peening."

.March 71S. Rochester. NY. "Source Inspec-
tion of Loose Gears from the Customer's
Standpoint.' ,

May 2, Cincinnati, OH. "Gear Math at me
Shop level for the Gear Shop Foreman."

June 6. AGMA Headquarters .' 'Specifying
and Verifying Material Quality per AGMA
Material Grades."

For more information, contact: Bill Daniers.
AGMA. 1500 King St .. Surte 20 I . Alexan-
dria. VA .22314. (703) 684{)211.

VIEWPOINT
Letters '01' this GolurnnsfllouJd lbe
addlWl1ed to Letters to the' EdJtol'"
,GEAR TECHNOI.OGY" P.O. Box
1.26..Elk GrovVmag ..,IL60009.
Lette,.. lub.mltted' 'tothJs columnl

Dear Editor:

I was particularly happy to have Bill Jan-
ninck's article on worm gear contact
(,'Contact Surface Topology of Worm Gear
Teem:' Mar/Apr. 1988) as we have had
many an exchange on this over the years.

I would li~e to point out that material on
Wire Measurements of Helical Gears and
Worms is found on pp 40-42 ex my Revised
Manual of Gear Design. The calculation of
MOWs for helical gears ISnot immediately
obvious from the spur gear calculations,
and while It is covered in Earle Buck-
Ingham's Analytical Mechanics otGearsin

~m_ th . Jlrope.rty 0' (jEAR
TECHNO,LOGY. IN.mes will be
wfttlllelCl' upon request; however ..
no nony,moul lett n wUl be

inverse form. I receive many calls from
,engineers wanting to know hovv to doitllS
particular calculation.

The wire measurement on worms is
generally not known. The most common
method is to use the Vogel equations.
which were designed for screw threads.
and are very complex and cumbersome.
The equations treating the worm as an in-
volute helecoid are much simpler. apply
regardless of the form on the worm and are
also applicable to any type of VEE screw
thread. If a wire is selected to contact the
pitch point. the result will be the same as
the Vogel equations ..If the exact wire is not

publIShed. 'Opinions expressed by
contrfbuton ar. nol neeess.rlly
those ,of the editor ,or publJllllng..H.,
used, as one is rarely going to make a
special gage wire, USing the involu~e equa-
tions are MORE accurate than the Vogel
method using the approximations for com-
pensating for the wrong wire. The only
place I' know of these equations being
published' before is in an article of mine on
"Worm and Spur Gear Drives" which
came out in Machine Design. March 3.
1966.

Eliot K. Buckingham
President.
Buckingham A.ssoc:rares, Inc.
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Abstract:
Worm gear speed reducers give the design

engineer considerable options, but these gear
systems present a challenge to the lubrication
engineer. Heat energy generated by the high
rate of sliding and friction in the contact zone
causes worm gears to be relatively inefficient
compared. to other gear types. Because worm
gears operate under a boundary or near-
boundary lubrication regime, a satisfactory
lubricant Should contain a friction modifier to
alleviate these conditions ..

Experimental results show that the addition
of spedallly formulated colloidal molybdenum
disulfide containing additives to gear lubricants
can increase efficiency, lower operating te.m-
peratures through sliding friction reduction and
reduce gear wear and break-in time.

Introduction
Compactness, dependability, a wide

selection of reduction ratios ina single
unit, and lower cost compared to other
speed reducers make worm gear drives a
good design choice. The inefficiency of

AlJI'HOR5:

PAUlA J. PACHOLKE is the staff research
chemist in charge of lubricant and lubricant ad-
ditive research at Acheson Colloids Company,
a division of Acheson Industries, Inc. She holds
a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry from Alma
College, Alma. MI. and has done graduate
work at the Saginaw Valley State University.
Ms. Pacholke is the Chairman of the Solid
Lubricants technical section of the Industrial
Lubricants Subcommittee of ASTM. She is also
a member of the Society of Tribologists and
Lubrication Engineers. SAE and the American
Chemical Society. She holds a US patent for a
dem:ulsible solid lubricant oil additive and lubri-
cant which has the unique ability to remove
emulsified water without the necessity of
demulsifying chemicals.

10 'Gecr Teonnology

DR. KURT M. MARSHEK, is Professor of
Mechanical Engineering and Gulf Oil Fellow at
The University of Texas at Austin. He is a
registered professional engineer in Texas and
Ohio and has written mOTethan 120 papers and
technical reports. He holds four patents in the
area of mechanical design and analysis, In 1973,
Dr. Marshek was awarded the SAE RRlph R.
Teetor Award fOThis contributions to research,
teaching and student development; in 1980, he
was named an Outstanding Teacher, Cullen
Co lIege of Engineering at the University of
Houston; in 1985, he received the University of
Teras at Austin. College of Engineering, Faculty
Leadership Award and the Halliburton Educa-
tion Foundation Award of Excellence. in recog-
nition of outstanding achievement and profes-
sionalism in education, research and service to
students.

worm gear reducers has been ignored in
recent years as the energy crisis of the early
19705 gave way to a.relative abundance of
fuel today.

Industry analysts have projected an an-
nualenergycost savings of six billion
dollars if worm gear lubricants contained
just 1.0%coUoidali MoSz. (l) These calcu-
lations were based on the assumption that
there are an estimated three million worm
gear speed reducers rated at an average of
10 hp currently in service in the United
States, If the efficiency of these units was
increased by 5% (for example, from
68.8% to 72.2%) with 1.0% stable col-
loidal MoS2, the energy savings would
amount to 98 billion kW":h, which, at
$0.06/kW-h, amount to six billion
dollars. These data, based on AGMA
(American Gear Manufacturers Associa-
tion) estimates, do not even include the
several million more worm gear reducers
whichare rated at less than. 5 hp.

Even though energy conservation may
not be receiving as much attention and
priority today, the bottom-line savings
that lubricants containing stable colloidal
molybdenum disulfide can offer should
not be ignored by a world faced with a
finite energy supply.

The very design of worm gearing results
in a high rate of sliding which generates a
great deal of heat energy, There is a con-

I
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Fig. I-Worm gear dynamometer test machine.

siderable loss of output power, primarily
as thermal energy. ,(About 75 % of the out-
put power lost by worm gearing can be at-
,tributed to the generation of thermal
energy by sl:iding friction. Minor power
losses are due to churning.bearing friction
and other mlseellaneous causes.I Output
power generated by worm gear reducers
operating at high speeds, loads and reduc-
tion ratios is consequently limited by ther-
mal constraints rather than mechanical
limits. (2) Higher oil temperatures result in
shortened. ~ubricanf life, and worm gear
reducers often require externel cooling to
reduce oil temperatures ito an acceptable
level.

Worm gear efficiency is defined. as the
ratio, of output power to input power and
depends indirectly on speed-reducer re-
duction ratios. Efficiency in worm gear
reducers ranges from 5&90%, compared
to hypoid and similar gearing, whichare
85-97% efficient. The relative inefficiency
inworm gears is a result of the sliding fric-
tion created between the contacting sur-
faces of the worm and the driven gear,
whereas, in spur and helical gearing, the
contact between mating surfaces is pre-
dominately rolling. For low reduction
ratios, worm gearing is between 70 % and
90 % ,efficient, buta high reduction ratio
of 60.:1 wouJd have a rated efficiency of
only about 50%.(3) In the higher reduc-
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2' 11>,,10'10' ,Bloc~

3· HydrauliC Pump

4 Shill E"en"Of\
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tion ratios, therefore, even a small
percentage increase in ,efficiency would
translate into fairly substantial energy
savings,

lubricants designed for worm. gear
reducers should perf'orm 'two major
functions:
1. Reduce friction and wear to improve

efficiency and extend gear life.
2. Ad as a heat transfer medium to con-

dud heat energy away from the contact
zone.
Worm gears operate predominantly

under boundary lubrication conditions.
Hydrodynamic Of thick film lubrication
does not exist because of the high rate ,of
sliding, high contact pressures and tooth
geometry found in worm gears. Boundary
lubrication conditions require the use of
specializedaddidves which can provide
the lubrication necessary to prevent
metal-to-metal contact in the absence of a
Ithick oil film.

The traditional worm gear lubricant is
a high-viscosity oil compounded with
"oiliness" or lubricity components, such as
aeidless tallow or synthesized fatty esters ..
These compounded oils function to relieve
boundary lubrication conditions by pro-
viding an adsorbed layer of molecules
which easily shear on the contactLng sur-
faces of the gear teeth. Acidless tallow
added to the oil reduces operating temper-

atures to acceptable levels, but the effi~
ciency of the reduoer is not significantly
affected.

Studies have shown that dispersed solid
lubrieents, such as molybdenum disulfide
or graphite, increase effici.e.ncy and,
hence, reduce energy consumption in
automotive engines and gearing.(J·4. 5) In-
itia] work by Smith and Marshek in-
dicated ,that the use of 1.0% by weight of
stable eolloidal MoS2 in worm gear lubri-
cants improved ,efficiency and reduced oil
temperatures in the baseline fluid studied.
This work showed that oils blended with
MoS2 in stable colloidal form s.ignifi.~
cantlyimproved worm gear performaaee,
whereas, earlier studies had not detected
this effect because the molybdenum
disulfide powder was merely stirred into
the test oil, where it immediately settled
and was not available as a boundary fric-
tion modifier. With stable eolloidal
MoSz, however, the molybdenum
disulfide is available throughout the entire
recommended oil change period and does
not settle out in properly formulated
lubricants.

Maintenance engineers have long ex-
pressed a desire for a more universal oil,
one which would :function in all types of
gear systems and which would also pro-
vide the specialized lubrication required in.
worm gearing, The present studyexa-
mined the concept of a "universal" gear oil,
<Ii lower viscosity base oil which would
contain a specially designed package of
stable, dispersed MoS2 and oxidation in-
hibitors, and which would properly
lubricate both worm gear speed reducers
and other gear types.

Apparatus and Procedure
A worm gear dyna..mometer test

machine was used to evaluate the various
performance aspects of th worm gear
speed reducer (Fig. 1). A 30:1 reduction
ratio, fan-cooled unit was powered by a
1.S hp, 1720 rpm, ac motor, The load on
the reducer was supplied by a hydraulic
gear pump ci:rculatingautomatic transmis-
sion fluid through a dosed loop. The fluid
wascirculated through a water-eooled heat
exchanger to maintaina fluid temperature
less than 56°C.

Both the motor and gear pump were
supported by their shafts in pillow blocks
to allow freedom of rotation. Connections
between the system components were
made with flexible couplings Ito minimize
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any eUects of misalignment. A radial arm
was bolted to the gear pump housing so
that torque could be transmitted from the
housing to the radial ann which provided
the load on 'the worm gear reducer. The
load was controlled by .adjusting the back
pressure in the gear pump hydraulic loop
with a pr5SUre control valve. -

Output torque was measured by a strain
gauge mounted on the radial arm ina, full.-
bridge configuration. Input torque was
measured in ,3. similar way.

Thermal measurements were made by
T-type (copper-constantan) thermocouples
placed in the reducer sump, the hydraulic
fluid reserve tank and in the ambient air.

All measurement transducers on the
worm gear dynamometer weremonitered
by a data. acquisition system controned. by
a microcomputer . Interlace cards accepted
wiring from strain gauges and thermo-
couples for direct input into the acquisition
system. Measured values wereconverted
directly into engineering units by utilizing

Automation- Inc
p.o. Box 125. Sussex. WI 53089, (414) 246-4994
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the microcomputer software. Output data
were stored on floppy disk and hard copy
provided by printer and plotter.

Test Parameters .. Output torque was
mai.ntained at 113 N'm (1000 in·lbf),
allowing input torque to vary as a function
of lubricant performance. The ambient
t.emperature was controlled at 25°C man
air<onditioned laboratory. Fan cooling
was provided to keep the oil in the reducer
sump below 95°C.

Break-in Test Procedure. This portion of
the study was designed to characterize and
compare the break-in of two identical
worm gear sets using two lubricants - the
factory-fill AGMA No.8 compounded
and AGMA No.7 (uncompounded) con-
taining 1.0% conoidal MoS2 (by weight)
as a specially formulated, stable additive
package.

A new steel worm and bronze gear set
was installed and properly alignedIn 'the
reducer for each test. One-half liter of test
lubricant was prepared and placed in the
reducer. All test parameters - input and
output torque 'together with reducer oil
sump, gear pump transmission fluid and
ambient air temperatures. - were mcni-
tared by, the data acquisition system.
1. The reducer was run. atS6.S N'm (SO

in 'Ibn, approximately half its rated out-
put torque, until a steady-state temper-
ature ·0£ <9SoC was attained.

2. Output load was incrementally in-
creased to a final output torque of 113
N'm (I(X)Oin-lbf), The reducer was re-
quired to achieve steady-state opera-
tion; l.e., reducer oil sump temperature
<95°0 before the load was increased to
the next level,

3. Once the steady-state operation at 113
N'm output torque was attained, effi~
ciency calculations were made.

4 ..Upon completing the prescribed break-
in procedures, the test lubricant was
removed from the reducer and the unit
thoroughly flushed with solvent.

Performance Testing. Efficiency and
other performance parameters ,of candi-
date worm gear lubricants were measured
ana. gear set installed in the worm gear Itest
dynamometer and run in with AGMA No,.
8,compounded oil to steady-state operating
conditions. Output torque was held con-
stant at 113 N'm, and oil sump tempera~
tures were required to be less than 95°C
whenever possible.



1. The test lubricant was prepared as
necessary. Por tests with lubricants con-
taining MoS2, specially formulat'ed
dispersion packages were blended into
the lubricant prior to filling the reducer
sump ..

2. One-half liter of test lubricant was
added. to the reducer sump, and the
redueerwas started with no applied. out-
put load.

3. The back pressurecentrel valve on the
gear pwnp reserve flIuidtank was slowly
dosed to bring the output torque to the
113 N'm test load.

4. The reducer was allowed to achieve
steady-state operation. (Steady-state
operation in this study isdefined as. out-
put torque = 1]3, N'mand reducer oil
sump temperature constant and
<:9SoC) Once the unit had reached the
steady-state condition, the load on the
strain gauges was removed and
unstrained readings taken for both
strain. gauge bridges.

5.. Output torque was returnedto 113 N'm
and the steady-state conditions ..

6. Monitoring of the test parameters was
initiated by the data acquisition unit and
continued throughout the two-hour test
period. One hundred measurements
from each transducer were averaged
every 146 seconds during the test.

7. The microcomputer then calculated and
printed a. table of the mean values and
standard deviations of the 'test
parameters.

8. The test lubricant was drained from the

reducer and sump. The unit was then
double-flushed with a volatile solvent to
minimize any possiblec:arry-over effects
from individual lubricants. This process
was considered sufficient to remove
mechanically occluded Mo~ contained
in conventional mineral-oil-based
lubricants as determined by previous
work.
Test Lubricants. The test lubricants and

molybdenum disulfide dispersion packages
evaluated in this study are described in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively ..The selected
lubricants were chosen to represent:
1. A typical. factery-fill worm. gear oil -

AGMA No.8 compounded
2. AGMANo.8compoundedwithl.0%

colloidal MoS2. (by weight)
3. A lower viscosity oil- unoompounded

AGMA No.7 with 1.0% colloidal
MoS2 as a boundary friction modifi.er

4 .. Two synthetic lubricants - polyalpha~
olefin and polyalkylene glycol.

Results and Discussion
Break-in Studies.. AGMA No. 7 (W'I,~

compounded) gear oil containing 1.0%
colloidal MoS2 substant.iallyreduced the
time necessary to achieve steady-state op-
erating conditions in the worm gear test ap-
paratus, when compared 'to the same pro-
cedure carried out using the manufacturets
recommended AGIVIANo.8 compounded
oil. This reduction is clearly shown in Fig.
2. Accompanying the reduced time to
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I

TABLE I-DESCRIPTION OF WORM GEAItTEST LUIIRICANTS

! KINEMATIC

VISCOSITY.

cSt
VISCOSITY-

FLUID ID DESClIIPTllIN 40"C 10000C INDEX

A AGMA No.8 Camp 6~1.7 ~2.75 80
B AGMA No.8 Comp + 1.0% Colloidal MoSt 642.9 ~3.75 84

as Dispenion Package 1
C AGMA No. 7 + J.O~ Colloidal M~ as 466.6 29.97 92

Dispenion Pacbge 1
D AGMA No.7 458.5 29.50 92
E AGMA No.7 + Additive Package 2

(Package I withoul MoS!) 4~3.5 28.40 92
f Synlhctic No. I. PoIyaJphaolefin 62.Jl8 10.25 154
G Synthetic No. 1 + 1.0% Colloidal M~ a5

Dispenion Package 3 66.24 9.975 125
H SynWtic No.2. PoIyaJkylene Glycol 59.56 10.92 145
I Synthelic No.2 + 1.0% Colloidal M~ as

Dispenion Package .. 61.68 10.~4 136

*Calculatedl ;U per ASTM D·2270
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reach operating conditions of 113 N -m and
oil temperatures less than 95°C with the
use of the MoSz-containing AGMA No.
7, was a signifi.cant Jleduction in oil sump
temperatures at a constant level of output
torque. Fig. 3 compares the temperatures
of the two break-in test oils at steady-state
operation.

Perfo.mumce Evaluations. The perlorm-
anoe criteria eflnterest were input torque
and calculated efficiency as an indication 'of
the energy expenditure effects of each lu.bri-
cant. Oil sump temperatUI1e5 were exa-
mined as an indication of tlle heat tr~er
ability of the lubricant. The addition of
stable dispersed molybdenum disulfide to
test lubricants Iower.ro the input torque
needed to drive the worm gear test reducer
at a standard output torque of 113 N·m.
Table 3 describes the performaace charac-
teristics of all the fluids: mean input torque.
efficiency and oil sump temperatures. The
most dramatic increase in effidencyand
decreased operating;oiJIsum.ptemperatures
in a test lubricant formulated with 1.0%
colloidal MoS2 by weight was exhibited
by the synthetic lubricants - Fluids f, G,
H and I. fig. 4 comperes the efficiendes of
test lubricants with and without 1.0%
stable colloidal MoS2•

Efficiency Studies, Test lubricant F. the
the polyalphaolefin without MoSZt had an
efficiency similar to that of Fluid B (AGIvtA
No .. 8 compounded plus 1.0% coloidal
Mo~). The addition. of 1.0% MoS2 as a
iPAO-based additive package (Fluid G) in-
creased the effidency of ,this PAO lubricant
from63.2% to 67.8%. a '7.3% increase in
,efficiency .

Synthetic No.2, the poly.alkylene glycol
Auid H, ran less efficiently than any lubri-
cant tested. However, the addition of
MoSz in a polyalkylene glycol-based
dispersion package improved efficiency by
5.3% - from 61.8% to 65 ..1 % efficiency.

Fluids 0 and Ewere coatrol lubri.cants
used itoexamine any possible ,efiect soluble
components of the dispersion additive
packages might have on worm gear per-
fo·nnance. Neither lubricant 0 noll'E gave
the same level.of efficiency or the reduced
input torque exhibited by Auid C (AGMA
No. 7base oil with 1.0,% colloidal MoSa.l'.
Both Fluid D and Fluid E performed com-
parably to Fluid A, the factory..lfil]AGl\.1A
No.8 compounded gear oil. These test
results indicate that a lower viscosity oil,
blended with a stable MoS2. addiitive
package, provides 'the necessary .friction



modification to improve power ttansmis--
sion efficiency by reducing, Sliding friction .
Fluid C (No ..7 plus 1.0% colloidal MoS2)

had a mean efficiency of 64.0 %, whereas,
the conventionally compounded No.8 oil
(Fluid A) operated at a meaneffidency df
only 62.6 %. This improvement translates
to a 2.2% increase in ,efficiency.

Statistical analysis showed that the
probability that these differences in
penonnance are real! exceeds 99.99 % .

Temperature Effects.. No st.atistically
:~t: t variatio - ':-, -',II t-, - r t . - ,s,,&u.can .ns m 01.1 temperatures

were observed in the group of high-
viscosity AGMA No.7 (uncompounded)
and No ..8 (compounded) fluids. This ap-
parent lack of differentiation between oils
" " ·1 •• ,di """.......,.J M -c: and -'treated-conammg .1ilS~~ 0'"'2, un_. _
oils is most likely due to the heat energy
gener-ated by the excessive churning of the
lubricant and the generally poor heat
transfer capabilities of high-viscosity
fluids. The lone exception to this generality
is Buid E, which had been tested after the
synthetic plus MoS2 FluidG. Despite
stringent measures to eliminate carryover
between test fluids, the baseline oil, run just
before and after the PAD series of fluids,
indicated a consistent and significant
decrease in oil temperture; (<:900C) similar
to those developed by Fluid B during the
last one hour of its test period ..,The esta-
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blished input torque baseline data allowed
the ealculation of an appropriate input
torque correction factor to be applied to
the input torque values of Fluid E.

The temperature reduction benefits of
1.0% conoidal molybdenum disulfide in
lubricants are dearly observed in the two
synthetic fluids. Both Synthetic No.1 and
Synthetic No.2 are considerably lower in
viscosity (Table 1) than any of Fluids A-E.
Al:though the synthetic fluids have higher
viscosity index'e5compared to most petr-o-
leum-based oils, they do not always pro-
vide adequate boundary mctio·n lubrica-
tion. In thePAOseries, Fluids F and G, the
addition of 1.0% stable, dispersed Mo~
reduced the mean operating oiltempera-
ture by 6.SoC: from 97.S0c for Fluid F to
91.0°c for fluid G as shown in Fig. 5. It
should also' be noted that the oil sump
temperatures for Fluid G were substantially
lower duringth.e last hour of the efficiency
test.

An even greater decrease in mean oil
sump temperatures was observed with the
polya1kylene glycols. Fig. 5 shows that the
addition of 1.0%col.loidal MoS2 resulted
in a 2O.4°C decrease in. mean oil sump
temperatures. Fluid .H had a mean
temperature of IOS.B°C, whereas Fluid I,
which contained MoSzi had a mean
temperature of 88.4°C. There isa prob-
ability that the decreases in oil sump
temperatures observed with the synthetic
lubricants ,containingcol]oidal MoSzare

'16 Gear Technology

real exceed 99.99%.

Conclusions
This study showed that the add:ition of

1.'0% molybdenum disulfide (as a stable,
colloidal dispersion packagce)to an AGMA
No ..7 gear oil reduced the time required to
break in a gear set to an output power
equivalent to the factory-fill AGMA No.8
compounded oil by 60..2%: 139 houes for
the AGMA No.7 plus colloidal Mo~ to
reach an output of 113 N -m, compared to
the 349 hours requir-ed for the AGMA. No.
S compounded to reach the same condi-
tions. A significant reduction in the final
steady-state operating temperatur-e was
also observed: 90°C for the AGMA No ...8
compounded versus 84.4 °C for the
AGMA No.7 plus LO%colloidal MoS2•

The addition of conoidal MoS2 to
wonn gear lubricants also significantly in-
creased power 'transmission ,efficiency by
r-educing sl.iding friction and allowing the
reducer to operate at the same level of out-
put power for a smaller expenditure of in-
put power. This decreased .input power re-
quirement appeared to be the case fer con-
ventionaloils cont.aining Mo~, as well as
with. similarly treated. synthetic lubricants.
There is greater than a.99.9 % certainty that
these improvements. are real.

The treatment of high-viscosity oils with
1.0% colloidal MoS2 (A!GMA No.8 com-
pounded and AGMA No.7) did not ap-
pear to have a measureable effect on oil

temperatures because of the poor heat
,energy transfer properties of such oils.
However, lower viscosity fluids of high~
viscosity index. such as the synthetic
polyalphaolefins and polyalkylene glycols,
when blended with 1.0% colloidal MoSZi
__ 1...,1... •• ed 'al .d' ,:~:~ red -'0 '., ft::.PY 1W1t _re an. 51&' .... cant ucn _ns 0_

operating oil tempertures.
It can then be reasonably presumed that

1.0%coUoida] molybdenum disulfide can
inere-'ase th, ' perf," - . ,c--an~ce' '10'-, worm" g'''ar______ _ e onn . __ , _ "'_
speed reducers with considerable cost sav-
ings in energyconsumption, and can also
reduce operating temperatures in certain
lubricants and extend lubricant life by
reducing: the rate of oil oxidation. Only the
lubricants containing stable CQnoidal.
MoS2. off'ered these performance benefits.
In such stable lubricant systems, the mo-
lybdenum disuHide particles remain in
suspension throughout the normal. hibri-
cant lifespan, whereas, noncolloidal
MoS2, simply stirred into lubricants, floc-
culates and settles almost immediately to
the bottom of the gear box and is not
available as a solid lubricant .friction
modifier. All ,these parameters of worm
gear pe:rformancecan be correlated to
reduced friction due to the improved
boundary lubricat.ion conditions resulting
in less wear, quieter operation and longer
lubricant and gear box life.
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Gear Tooth Profile Detennination
From Arbitrary Rack Geometry

Sandeep M. Vijayakar,
Biplab Sarkar,

Donald R. Houser,
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

Abstract:
This artide describes a method of ob tainLnggear tooth profiles from

the geometry of the rack (or hob) that is used to generate the gear ..This
method works for arbitrary rack geometries, including 'the case when
only a numerical description of the rack is available. Examples of a sim-
pie rack, rack with protuberances and a hob with root Chamfer are
described. The .application ot this technique lathe generation of
boundary element meshes for gear tooth strength calculation and the
generation of finite element model's for the.frictionall contact ,ana1y.sis
of gear pairs is also described.

Introduction
After selection of the basic gear tooth geometry, the proper

design of the tooth profile is probably the next most important

factor in sucoessfulgear design. Aspects of proper gear design.
such as the minimiza.tion of the transmission error to reduce
noise. load sharing between teeth, the strength of the teeth and
the stresses in the fillet all depend upon the tooth profile and
root geometry. Procedures that compute the transmission er-
ror need an accurate numereial description of the gear tooth
profile, as do gear tooth strength calculating methods, such as
bounda:ry element and finite element methods. which need ac-
curate load sharing information and rely heavily on the ac-
curacy of the tooth profile itself. They also need accurate
numereial descriptions of the gear tooth fillet An approximate
fillet description, such asa circular arc of an appro.ximately
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computed radius, illnot adequate for this purpoae.
When a .. IIpnerated by a rack (which includes a hob)

with straiaht Iidea and circular comers, the tooth profile is an
involute with trochoids at the fillets. The equations for such a
sear can be obtained inanalytical form. such as in the text by
Colboume. OJ In practice. however. various modifications.
such u protuberances and profile modifications. may be ap-
pUed to the rack. The corner of the hob itaelf need not be cir-
cular. and there may be a chamfer of specified dimensions. In
such cues. it is not always possible to come up with an
analytical form for the gear tooth profi1e.

Chang et aI.W described a methodology to generate the in-
volute profile on a computer from a straight sided rack. Hefeng
et al. (3) described a technique that would also generate the
trochoidal portion of the gear tooth profile which is generated
by the circular comers at the tip of the rack. In the technique
described in that article. for every relative orientation of the
gear with respect to the rack, a point on the gear was found at
which the normal passed through the pitch point, thus
generating the profile. This technique, however, required an
analytical description of the rack tooth profile. When the rack
tooth profile is defined numerically or when the rack profile is
more complicated than a set of straight lines and circles, the
method was found to be difficult to use.

In this article, a method is described which is general enough
to numerically compute the gear tooth profile of a generated
gear tooth, given the geometry of the rack. Instead of searching
along the rack profile to find a point which satisfies the meshing
condition for a Hxed relative orientation, this method deter-
mines the relative orientation of the gear and the rack for which
a fixed point on the rack satisfies the condition of meshing. This
method is more amenable to dealing with complicated rack
profiles for which dosed ~onn,equations are either not available
or are too cumbersome to work with. It can also take into ac-
count the undercutting in gears, Even though it is not presented
here, the method. is also applicable to shapercut geometries.

.Pmfile Generation Mgo.rithm
The inputda:ta .required for this algorithm consist of a descrip-

tion of the rack 'that generates the gear, the number of teeth on
the gear and the outer diameter of the gear. Fig. 1 shows a coor-
dinA.te system X, attached to' a rack. The origin of th.is
coordinate system lies on the pitch line of the rack. Let ~ =
I(x,oyr)' be the coordinates of an arbitrary point P on the rack pro-
file, with respect to the coordinate system Xr at.tached to the
rack. Let Dr = (ll,(ny) be the outward unit normalto the rack at
this point. FOrany specified rack geometry, the coordinates and
Ithe normal vector at any point on Ithe rack profile are easily
obtained.

Fig.2 shows a gear tooth with an attached. coordinate system
~ with its 'origin at the center of the gear. Let P' be a point on
the gear tooth profil_ that col'lesponds to the point P 'on the rack ..
In other words, as the gear rolls throQgh with the rack, the point
P on the rack makes sliding contact with the point Pon the gear ..
Let ~ = (XgY8) be the coordinates ,of the point P on the gear
with respect to, the coordinate system Xg attached to the gear .

This algorithm uses the coordinate and unit normal vector
data available for the point P to compute the coordinates of the
poin! P. fig. 3 shows the relative position of the gear and rack

LOCATION OF P IS !.X •• Y.l

Fia. 1- The rack and IIIattached coordinate system.

LOCAnON OF" rI 15.

./j~'".'
GEAR

CENTER
or

GEAR

Fig. l- The gear and its auac:hed coordinatesystem.

INn IAj" l!>osl UCNI OF rtf:

G£AA

.Fig.3 -The relative orientation of the gear and rack. coordinates systems during
generation,
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Rg.4 - Gear tooth profile generated when undercuttfngoccurs.
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at a st.arting position and at a position after the gear has rolled
through an. angle e. The pitch cirde radius of the gear is r. For
this arbitrary orientation of the gear, the transformation from.
the rack coor~at,e system to the gear coordinate system is de-
fined by the matrix equation:

I
xgl [-COsO
YII, = ~-sinO

sin91 IX. r - r61.
-cosO] Yr-r

As the gear rolls, the relative velocity of the point P'on the gear
with respect to the rack is

!= 1~91+91~ =:J
the first part being the translational contribution, and the sec-
ond pari being the rotational contribution. iJ is the time
derivative of 9'.Hence,

'IYr J! =8' r() - Xr '

According to the equation of meshing, this, relative velocity of
the point on the gear should have no ,component normal to the
rack, such that the dot product

x: (::1 = a
or,

Thus the roll angle at which the point P makes contact with a,
point on the gear is given by

X,oy - YrIll(
()= (2)

Given any poin.t P on the rack, its coordinates and its nor-
mal vector, the roU angle at which it makes contact with the
gear can be computed from Equation 2. The coordinates of the
correspondin-8 point P on the gear can then be obtained by
substituting for (J in Equation 1. Theretore,a. sequence of points
on the gear tooth profile can be found that correspond to ase-
quence of points on the rack profile.

The next step is 'to examine 'the gear tooth profHethusob-
tamed for possible undercutting. If undercutting does 'take
place, the gear tooth profile will look Hke Fig ..4. The part B-C-
D-B has to be detected, and the points in this part have to be
eliminated from the sequence or points that define the profile
of the gear tooth.

Let {L. i=Ln] be a sequence of ooordina~es cornesponding to
the points on the gear tooth profile ..To detect Ithe ,cross--over
point Bshown in Fig. 4, we need to check whether there exist In-
tegers iand isuch Ithat the line segment H.,I +1), which joinS!i
with point li+l intersects the line segment (j -1. n. Fig. 5 shows
two linesegm.ents, (a.b) and (c,d). These line segments.wiU in-



c

a

fig. S- Determmation of the point of intersection.of 'two line segments.
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Fig. 6-Geometty of an elementary rack.

tersect if and only if
A(a,b,c)'A(a,b,d) < 0

and
A(c,d,a)' A(c,d,b) < 0

where
A(a,b,c) = (!b - !al X (!c - ~)

where !a, J:l,. and rc are three-dimensional coordinates of the
three points a, b and c, respectively; the "x" stands for a vector
cross product and the . stands for the vector inner product.

The locationof the point of intersection g, win be

IIA(c,d,b,)1
where a: = IA{c,d,a). +UA(c,d,b)1

Using this method, 'the whole profile can be searched for
segments (i.i+l).and (j -l,j} that inte:rsect.lfsuchan.i and iare
found, then all points 'on the profile between i+1 and j -1 are
discarded and replaced by a single point, the point of
intersect ion.

A similar condition occurs at the Up of the gear tooth when
the radius at the root of the rack profile is not Jargeenough, or
when there isa chamfer at the root of the rack profile. The same
technique can.be used Itoeliminate points that cannot possibly
lie on the gear tooth.

Geometry of a Simple Rack. Fig. 6 shows a simpl.e rack.
Let Dp = Diametral pitch,

A = Addendum,
B = Dedendurn,
q, "" Pressure angle,
r, "" Radius at tip of rack tooth,
rf = Radius at fillet of rack tooth,

Coordinates of points along the rack profile are then given by:
In region I (the top land).

In_) JO
)

~ny = F 0<851

In region ]I (the tip radius),

.I.Xr). _ J ./112 + rtSin(j3r] I
lYr - 1A - rt(l-cos(jSr»

I::) = !~:(~)}0< B S 1

In region Ill (the tooth flank),

tXt) {.. 't/2 +rtsinI' )1

lYr := (1- 6) IA - ft(l-cosf) I

. Il''I2Dp -/b12 - r~inf')
+ (j 1 - B + r~l-cosr)
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1
nxl I·COS¢I
. ,'= 5·,j.'.0<P<1ny, in'/' -

In region IV (the root fillet),

I'Xll' 1~12Dp - V2 - rrSm.«l-P)r)1
Yr I =. -B +rf(l-cos«l-p).r) ,

I'nxl ISin«I- p)r)I
ny' = Cos«l-p)r). O<P$;1

In region V (the bottom land),

IXr)I.. ='11r12Dp - -: (I-P')!
Yr B I

Inx·1 1°1'ny = 1 O<P:=;l

Geometry of a Rack with Protuberanoe., Fig. 7 shows a rack
with protuberance.
let a = Protuberance angle,

d = Protuberance high point distance,
I = Parallel land length,

'11'

It = 2D - 2A tan (¢)
p

r d
-2ft tan(-2) + 2( ~), - , , COS'/'

:lI' ' r
lb= 2; - 2B tan{t/» -2r£ tan( 2,)

p

Coordinates of points along the profile of the rack with
protuberanceare then given by,;

In region I (the top land),

IX'I' = I,Bttf21'
yrl A

!::I=!~I 0< PSI
In region II (the tip radius),

!xrl !11l2 + J'tsm{pr) I
Yr' = 'A - J't(l-cos(prn

!nxl !5m(pr) I
ny I = ..Cos(pr) ,. .0 < PSI

In region HI (the parallel land),

I

'xrl ! uz +r.sinl" + Btsint/> I
Yrl = A -rl·(l-cosr) - {3lcost/>,

!nxl' = !C~~II0 < fj < 1ny sm,/, -

In region IV (protuberance angle length),

!'xrl' I' Itl2 + l't
sinr +ls,in¢ I

1" "", ,A -rt(l-cosr) -leost/>

+ GI I (dlsmcr)sm{t/>-a) ')
I'" - (dl sina)cos(¢ - 0:) ,.
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@
I-lb-$ --I

"/2C, 1

fig. 7 - Geometry of a rack with a protuberance.

lfixl = Ic~s(t/>-a,)I. 0<13_<1
ny sm(cp-a):

In region V (the tooth flank),

!~:I=
1 1112 +rjSinI' + lsincp I

(1-,8) A-rt(l-cosI') -leost/>

Isin (cp-cr) I
+ (1- ,8)(d/sina) -cos{cp-a) I

, !.?rI2Dp-Ib.l2-rfSinTI'.
+ 13 - B + ff(l-cosr) ,

I~I= 1:::1 0<,851

In region VI (the root fillet),

I~:l=



1
~!2Dp - l.b!2 -rpin((l ~f3. JI'»).

- B + r~1- c05«1- ,B)f)

I
nx). I· Sin({1-/nr) ·)1

ny -, Cos((1-,B)f).· 0' < {3:$,1

In region VU (the bottom land),l~)~1"20,-~~2)(H)1
I::)~ I~)0'< (351

GeometrY of a Hob with Root Chamfer. Often hobs with
root chamfers are used to provide tip relief on the gear. Fig ..
8 shows such a hob with at chamfer. Then

w r
l't = 20 -.2A tan{q,) - 2rt tan ("i)

p

11:

Ib - lDp, - 2.B tan (q,)

where Lt and ~2 define the root chamfer as shown in Fig. 8.
Coordinates of points along the rack profile are then given
by:

In region .I (the top land),

I;:) = r~2)

,

Ii'" PITCH ,,,._ - ~x"':';'__ ---"'\Ir-_ ___

oI-~ +1 1.-1
- - ~

Fig. a,-Geometry of 3. hob with root chamfer,
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'9(b) Malian of rack
relative 10 gear

9(a) Rack profile

9(c) Pinall gear
tooth iProfile

Fig. 9-Generation of a gear with a simple rack.
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, lOla) Rack profile

1-
lOeb) Motion of rack

relative' to gear

lO(e) Locus
of solutions
to t.he equatjon
of meshing

IO(d) Pinal gear
tooth profile

Fig. 10 - Generation of a gear using a rack with a protuberance angle 01 - 10° .

lnxl 10lny = 1 O<i3S1

Profile Generation Examples. Consider a basic rack with
pressure angIe cp = 200

, with a diarnetral pitch Dp = 10 per
inch, an.addendum constant of 1.4, dedendum constant of 1..0
and a tip radius rt = 0.02".

Fig. 9(a} shows such a rack with no protuberance and with
a root fillet radius rf= 0 ..02 inches ..Hg ..9(b) shows the posi-
tions of the rack relative to the generated gear as a gear with 20
teeth rolls through. Fig..9(c) shows the gear tooth profile, which
is obtained by using the procedure described earlier.

Fig. 1a{a) shows the same rack. but with a protuberance
angle IX = 100, a parallel land length l' = 0..05 inches and pro-
tuberance high point distance d = 0.02 inches ..Fig. 10{b) shows
the motion of the rack relative to the gear and Fig. 10(c) shows



l1(a) Rack :I'fofile

l1(dLocull
'of soIutlo!l5
to the equatien
·ofmeshing

l1(b) Motion of rack
relative 1'0 sear

:n(d) Fm.]gear
tooth proEHl!'

Fig. 11 - Generati.on of a gear using a rack wilh a protuberance angle a ~ 25· .

12(.a) Rack profile
12(b)' Motion of rack

relattve 10 gear

the locus ,of the points that are solutions to the equation of
meshing, Note the severe undercutting and the presence of non-
~easible points at the gear tooth tip and at the int~rsectionof the
invoJ'l.Ite section of the ~ar tooth profUe with the tl1ocnoidal
root, Fig. 10(d) shows the final profile, obtained after aU non-
feasible po,ints have been eliminated using the procedure
described earlier in this paper. Figs. l1(a) through (d) show the
same process for an extremely exaggerated case with pro-
tuberance angle a = 25".

Figs. 12(31) through (d) show ill similar hob with a root cham-
fer with intel'oepts L) = 0.104'"and L2 = 0.04 II. (See Fig. 8 .)

In ord -:r to, keepto the more practical rack geometries, the
examples described here had rack profiles which were made up
of straight Jines and circles, but the method may be applied to
arbitrary geometries with equal ease.
Applications ..

a) In Computer-Aided Des.ign Programs: The simplest use to
which this proeedurecan be put is that of dJ';awinggears for dif-
ferent rack geometries as part of general computer-aided desjgn
prograDlli. It can show the severity of undercuttin-8 and allow
the designer through the use of zoom features to accurately
predict the shape of the Itooth which is being developed ..Fig. 13

ll(d) Final. sear
tooth profile

12(c) Locus
of solutions
10 Ih~ ,equa.lion
of meshing

Ag. 12- Generation of .

F!g.lJ - Perspecti,veview of a geM with an ..automalical]ygem-ated profile.
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F"1g.1.4- Automatically generated boundary element model ofa non-undercut
gear.

Fig. 15 - Automatically generated boundary dement model of a severely under-
cut gear.
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Fig. 16- Automatically generated boundary element model of a non-undercut
gear supported 'on rollers.

shows in perspective view a fun gear with face width 0.3",
which is being generated by the simple hob described before.

b) Generation of Boundary Element Meshes for Strength
Computations: The estimation of the strength of a gear can be
carried out in many different ways, ef which the boundaryele-
ment method is probably the most efficient and convenient.
Because the boundary element methed is very accurate, the
stress concentration at the fiJlet of the gear teeth root is very sen-
sitive to the correctness of the geometry of the fillet at the root
of the gear teeth. The automatic gear profile generation pro-
cedure described in this artide is very useful in generating bound-
aryelement models which accurately model the root geometries.

As described in an earlier article by Vijayakar and Houser, (4)

the boundary element procedure can easily display stress varia-
tion along the boundary ofthe gear model, determine the loca-
tion at which critical. stresses occur and determine the AGrvIA
geometry factor ..The procedure also allowsthe computation of
the state of stress at any prescribed point within the gear.

Several boundary conditions can be applied! in the boundary
element model of the gear teeth. The inner boundary and the
sides can be fixed, or the inner boundary call befr'fe, while the
sides can be fixed, or else the inner boundary can be supported
on rollers with the sides fixed. iFigs. 14, 15 and 16 shew the stress
distribution along the boundaries of three thin-rimmed gears
with djff·erent boundary conditions. The gear shown in Fig. 14
has no. undercutting, and its inner rim and the sides are fixed,
while the gear in Fig..15 is severely undercut and has rigid side
supports. Fig. 16 shows the stress distribution of another thin-
rimmed gear with roller supported inner boundary and fixed
sides.

c) Contact Analysis of Gears: Developments in the area of
contact analysis of finite element models with friction have made
it possible to determine the load dependent transmission error
of gears in mesh by meshing finite element models of a pair of
gears and turning them against each other in a simuiation,
However, the magnitude of the transmissionerror itseH is
typically very small.

Therefore, in. order to carry out meaningful simulations of
gears in mesh, where' the error in the transmission error due to
the finite element discretization of the gear prohle is much smaller
than the actual transmission error, it is imperative that the finite
element model be able to. model the geometryof the gear with
a.high degree ef accuracy ..In such a case, manual methods ,of
model creation. such as using drawings and a digitizing tablet,



are ouI of the ,question, and an automatic procedure such as that
described inth.is artide becomes essential

As an example, considera gear with 20 teeth, a diametral pitch
of 10per inch and a face width of one inch. Under a load of]ooo
Ib..inches,the load dependent transimission error 'of two such
gears in mesh is 'of the order of 0,05° , U finite element contact
analysis is to be usedthe error in the transmission error due to'
profile discretization should be kept as low as 0.001 o. Fig. 17
shows a pari: of the tooth profile that has been discretized, let
re be the radius of curvature. lbe the length of the side of a
typical element and f be 'the discretization error ...Then,

re {8/2)2

2

approximately. If we consider the part of the profile near, say I'

the pitch point, then the radius of curvature is
,Z

re = rpsincb = 20 sin&;i>,
- p

where fp is the pitch circle radius, cP'is the pressure angle, z is
the number of teeth and Op is the diametral pitch. The length
I ,of the side of a typical element is approximately

(A+B)
1== DpII ,

where A and Bare the addendum and dedendum constants of
the gear, and n is the number of elements that the profile of the
geartooth spans, Therefore, the discretization errore is

(A+B)2

€ - 4n2zOpsin&;i> ,

and the error 0 in the transmission error is
(A+B)2

o = fir p = 2n2~sincP radians

For 0 to be of the order of 0.0010 or 1.75 xlO-5 radians, the
number of elements along the pro.file has to be n =30, and the
coordinates ·0£ the nodes along the profile have to be at least as
accurate as c; =1.75 x 10-5 ".

Figs. 18 and 19 show the .finite element model at two gears in can-
'tact whose profiles were generated automatically by the pro-
cedure described in this article. Each gear has 32 nodes along each
tooth profile ..

The input gear was rotated at a constant angular speed, and
a predetennined torque was applied on the output gear ..Contact
forces including the £ridional and compressive components were
computed for each position using a procedure (5) based on the
Simplex algorithm, and transmission error and load-sharing in-
Iormation was obtained ..Fig ...20 shows the computed transmis-
sion error for three different combinations of load torque Me
and frictional ,coefficient~. An exaggerated value of 0..3 is chosen
~orthe coefficient of friction to iIluslrate its effect on thetransmis-
sionerror. The transmission error curve for the light load shows
ripples which may be attributed entirely to the discretizati.on
error in the profiles. In the curves for higher load, the same
ripples reappear at the same places, but are much smaller than

Fig. 17-Discretization error in the gear tooth profile.

Geu 2

Fig. 18 - Finite element model for contact analysis.

Fig. 19 - finite e1eme.nt model for contact analysis.
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Fig. 20- Transmission errorcurves obtained from finite element analysis,
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Fig..21 - Load sharing curves obtained from. finite element analysis.

the overall transmission error. Fig..21 shows the load sharing
between teeth as the gears roll through.

ConclusIon
A simple, yet very general, procedure that can.handle under-

cut as well as non undercut gears has been described in this arti-
de. An important advantage of the method as implemented is
that it is very easy to include any kind of modifications on the
rack withoutchanging the general structure of the procedure ..
The method has been tried 0ut on practical applications,and the
authors feel that it can be used to advantage whenever an ac-
curate numerical description of generated gear tooth profiles is
needed. A FORTRAN program has been successfully run on
both an IBM PC and a VAX-no
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The Elementary Theory for the Synthesis of
Constant Direction Pointing Chariots

{orRotation Neutralizers}
Cenill BagOI

Tennessee TechnolQ8ic.al University
Cookeville, TN

Abstract:

Chariots with figures pointing in a fixed direction as they move
otherwise known as rotation neutralizers. are built with differential
gear trains. Examples. such as the south-pointing chariot a t the Smith-
sonian Institution and its replica. the Ohio State University-pointing-
rotating-trophy-award-chariot. have been fa.scinating mechanical
system designers for a long time. This article offers the design equa-
tions for the synthesis of such chariots and their engineering
applications.

Introduction
The south-pointing chariot exhibited at the Smithsonian

Institution. Washington. D.C., (circa 2600 Be) is shown in
Fig. 1. Although the mechanism is ancient, it is by no means
either primitive or Simplistic. The pin-tooth gears drive a com-
plex system, wherein the monk on the top of the chariot con-
tinues to point in a preset direction. no matter what direction
the vehicle is moved, without a slip of the wheels. (11

The south-pointing chariot is more than a historical curio-
sity. While the vehicle in Fig. 1is a demonstration model, the
mechanism has many practical engineering applications. It can
be used where mobile or adjustable reference or tracking planes
are required, such as in instrumentation where constant direc-
tion must be maintained; in Light or signal beams to be posi-
tioned inpreset directions; in rotary gr.avitational test chambers
where one, dear directional view must be provided; and in
rotary systems where reference planes must be maintained in
preset positions.

When connected to the base or revolute joints of a robot.
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Fla. 3 - Spur gear planetary train c:liffamtial with an Intemal par
and train value of (-1).

such a system will orient a coordinate reference plane in its
originally set position to form a base for output of position sen-
sors. It can move the reference plane with a sine function, re-
taining it parallel to itself, an application useful for tracing and
machining circular paths and cylindrical and toroidal surfaces,
welding and the laser machining of shell surfaces by the incor-
poration of a parallelogram linkage loop as illustrated in Fig. 9.

Design Equations
The constant-direction-pointing chariot is driven by a

planetary gear train differential whose train value is (-1).12'
Fig. 2 shows a bevel gear planetary gear train differential having
the train value of (-1). It is used in the rear end differentials of
vehicles. Figs. 3 and 4 show two other planetary gear differen-
tials generating the train value of ( -1), but using spur gears.
In these systems, let n designate the speed of a shaft and n, the
speed of the arm. A train value of (-1) means that when the
planet arm is held stationary, n, - 0, and when the first gear
(gear 2) is rotated one revolution in one direction, n2 = 1, the
last gear (gears 5, 6 and 8 in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, respectively),
rotates in the opposite direction one revolution, n5= Ilf, == n8

...-1in these figures.
The equations of motion for a planetary gear train in general

fonn are(21

(1)

e being the train value defined by

EPOVER
e "" {-l)q E POVEN (2)

where E POVER is the product of all the driver gear tooth
numbers starting with the first gear considered, and E POVEN
is the product of all the driven gear tooth numbers. including
the last gear. They are fonned by keeping the planet arm sta-
tionary. The number of external contacts of the gears in the
train is q; nF. n, and nL are the speeds of the first gear, planet
ann and the last gear in the train. See detailed applications of
Equations 1 and 2 for the analysis and synthesis of simple and
compound planetary gear trains and automatic vehicle
transmissions inReference 2. Let Nbe the tooth number of the
ith gear. InFig. 2 tooth numbers of gears satisfy N2 == N5; N4
is of any practical number greater than 18 for efficient opera-
tion,and

e - - NcNs - -1 (3)
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In Fig. 3, for example, with tooth numbers N2 = 40, N4 :z 20,
Ns = 60 and No = 120,

(4)

fit. 5- The form of the constant direction polntint! chariot.

[I)

(I>I

e - (-~:) (-~:) (-~:) == -1

Fig. 5 shows the skeleton of the constant direction pointing
chariot, where the bevel gear differential of Fig. 2 is used. Bevel
gears 8, 7 and 5 correspond to the bevel gears 2, 4 and 5 in
Fig. 2. NJ = N4 = N9 = NlO for the spur gears. and Nt ,.,. N2
= N11 = N12 for the bevel gears thattransform the motions of
the wheels to the first and last gears of the bevel gear differen-
tial gear train of gears, 5, 7and 8.ln precision machines and in-
strumentation systems for low torque applications, when the
chariot is moving on a platform, wheels at A and Bmay have
point contact on the platform, and they are compressed against
the platform surface to cause proper level of traction as seen in
Fig. 8. For large torque applications. when the chariot rotates
about a fixed vertical axis, wheels are bevel gears rolling on a
stationary crown gear to eliminate slip as shown in Figs. 6 a
andb.

The function of the two-wheel 12-gear mechanism is to keep
the pointer or the planet arm of the differential gear train sta-
tionary with respect to the platform (ground) regardless of the
direction in which the vehicle 'travels. The constant direction
pointer is connected to the planet arm with an adjustable cou-
pling, permitting repositioning of the pointer as desired. Let the
radii of the wheels be r. They are positioned from the center of
the chariot at equal distance Ll2. Consider the rotation of the
chariot through angle ()about the vertical axis passing through
the contact point of wheel A. (See Fig. 7.) Gears 1,2,3,4 and
5 remain stationary, and ns = o. The vehicle frame has rotated
through e (with the pointer if wheel Bdid not rotate), but wheel
B rolls on a circle of radius L causing gear 12 to rotate through

(5)

As. 6-Wheels rolling on crown gear platforms.

LO
nu = r (6)

This rotation causes gear 8 to rotate in relation to the vehicle
frame through

L8
(7)

Applying Equation 1 using nL - ns II:: 0, and nF - na we
have

o -n..
(8)-1 ....

and

L
.,~ =-= - - ()....oa r (9)
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Since the planet arm must rotate through (- 9) about the ver-
tical axis to maintain the fixed position of the pointer, Equation
9 suggests that

r - L/2 (10)

must be satisfied in the design of the chariot. Then,

Fla. 8 - Chariot rotated through <P about a pole axis OZ.
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n. --9 (11)

neutralizing the pointer rotation.
Let us observe more general motion of the chariot. Let it be

rotated through Ii> about a vertical pole axis OZ at some
distance 0 from the center of the chariot. (See Fig. 8.)The wheel
A experiences rotation

L
D-2

(12)r

On the other hand. wheel B experiences rotation

L
0+ 2

nu = -lila = (13)r

Substituting ns and n8 into Equation 1 we again find

L
D-2

r (14)
-1-=-----

L
D+ 2

t

and

(15)

with

r = Ll2 (10)

(16)

Therefore, the pointer is undisturbed wherever the chariot goes
without the slip of wheels.

In addition to positioning planes or directing light or signal
beams in preset directions, the chariot can be used with a
parallelogram linkage loop and extended links to function as a
tracer of exact circles of both large and small radii, where the use
of wormgear or ordinary gear drives may be considered very
costly. In that form, it can carry cutter to machine. grind, cut
with a laser beam or weld inner swfaces of sheDs and large bear-
ings. (See Fig. 9, where 0 is the center of the planet arm, OE is
the constant direction pointer, EP is the task perfonning link such
as an end-effector link of a robot. ex:;,.EF and GF =OE.) In this
form EP is normal to the shell surface, and it can be extended to
the desired size of the machined surface, (O+EP) being its
radius. Tools are mounted on vertical extensions to retain the
chariot outside the shell surface. The platform (or crown gear)
on which the wheels rotate is moved in the vertical direction for
machining or task feed. If full rotation of the chariot about the
vertical axis is required, a second parallelogram loop (OHIE) is
added with 600 5fJ:5. 1200 so that each loop moves the other
parallelogram loop from its dead center position. Fonning EP'



!DfTOIW.
fa»'lJnUed from page 5)

to five presidential access to the national treasury to thIS
man? One has the nagging feelIng. an studying Mr. Bent·
sen s recDRt I:hIt he couJd put hImsef first. Texas second
MId file conry d1IRJ - not exacdy the prIorfrJes we'd Ilk~
to see In .. paI!IldIf president

AM. Bush s n.rvW1g mare Dan Quayle, seems much more
a~"'" anasset to the ~and has a long way
to go IDzhiew preslcfem:ialstature It's not his youth that's
a prcbfem' bach Theodore Roosevelt and John Kennedy
~ wlt*\ • )1Nf' fA his age when lhey assumed the
pmIdency. Irs the sense that he Is t.rlI:rfed unaccomplshed,
InexpeItenced and yes Immature

Mr. Oua)'te Is a charming and attractfve man, apparently
one d Nature 5 darlings ThankS to a cushion of family
wealth and /ntIuence, he has coasted ~aslly to the right
places at the rfght times to get Into cokge and law school;
to get Ihe ~jobs and mak~ the rfght acquaIntances; and
1D havelhrbest chinces without having to have the backup
crtder611s demanded d odlers He has also benefitted from
the get»efOSfly d Iabbytsts, being ranked 15th In the Senate
In the arncu1t d money eamed from honaariums for
speeches. d:fes. ~ expenses and lobbyists' golf outings.
This putS hfm well above the amount eamed by numerous
mote experfented. bearr known poIldclans - including hIS
running rna .ad his two opponentS, who take no such
fees at ... Far a man to whom much In life has come easily,
the I1!t'naI'k that he should not be judged harshly for a dec,.
SIan made when he was young and under pressure Is both

dIsturbing and revealing He needs to be ~ d h
SIQfl on the President's desk that says. "The budc ...

Falmess demands that ~ r~mlnd ourselves an
promiSIng candidate does not necessatly "*a..I11,,__
dent. Popular wisdom In 1860 was rhIt ttIe".,
was a rube and an amateur, a good chofce I:Ir
because he could be easily manlpuJated Atlfnrn ....IKUH

proved popular wisdom wrong, and he Is nat
clless-tharKlbvtcus presidential statue to fIfNI
Maybe the country wi be as fortunate agU1.

But the disturbing question remains. why Is
last twenty years, our nal:lanal search far ...... _ ....
too often seems to yield I1Dlf'Wlg bl.-lWfgs7
real character, leadership if*y and vIstIn b'1hI'taI_dlln
seem to want to run Those who do WlntID
than the best

rdon't know what the answer is Ma)tJe1Nl •• n ..w.-
or at least not a Simple one 'do know that It .u,_••
'ng for Individual citizens and bad for • COldly
e/ectfon after election where the best ~ ---
of-tf1e.Above."

on the reverse side and mounting cutters on vertical extensions,
the chariot-linkage system performs operations on the outside
swfaces of sheIls, wheels and shafts. If the platfonn is tilted like
a swash plate about a horizontal axis, JK for example, P can
machine a toroidal swface.

The chariot rotating about a pole as in Figs 8 and 9 can be used

Fla. 9- Chariot with paralIelosram Iinkap loop. performing
tub on cylindrical and toroidal surfaces.

in rotating roller coasters in which the passengers always look
in one desired direction.

Conclusions
In the foregoing discwision, the simple equations of motion for

the ~puzzling constant~ting chariots are given.
They can easily be designed for machining, robotics, roller
coaster and instrumentation applications. The parameters that
must be observed. are as follows: r - LI2, N3 - N, - ~ -
N10' Nl - Nz - Nn - Nu. The differential gear train driven
with gears 4 and 9 has train value of ( -1). Altho\.l8h the bevel
gear planetary gear train differential is shown inFig. 5, one can
replace it with the spur gear planetary gear train differentials
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, where gears 4 and 9 in Fig. 5 are con-
nected to the CandO shafts of the first and last aeara of the spur
gear differentials. Chain and aown gear driven planet arms are
connected to the pointer. Chariots with parallelogram JJnkase
loops and tilting platforms offer precision task performing sys-
tems on cylindrical and toroidal inner and outer surfaces. Many
other industrial applications of the constant direction pointing
chariots are limited only by the ingenuity of the desisner.
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Basic Spur Gear Design

Primitive gears were known and used
wel.lover 2,000 years ago, and gears have
taken their place as one of the basic
machine mechanisms; yet, our knowledge
and understanding of gearing principles is
by no means complete. We see the
development of Easter and more reliable
gear quality assessment and new, more
productive manufacture of gears in higher
material hardness states. We have also
seen improvement in gear applications
and design, lubricants, coolants, finishes
and noise and vibration control. All these
advances push development in the direc-
tion of smaller, more compact applica-
Hans, better material utilization and im-
proved quietness" smoothness of opera-
loon and gear life. At the same time, we try
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to improve manufacturing cost-effective-
ness, maldng use of highly repetitive and
efficient gear manufacturing methods.

AU these eonslderations make fora.
bewildering number of parameters to
work with. The novice or aspiring gear
designer should not be overwhelmed by
the many details involved, but gradually
absorb as much basic gear related info·r-
mation as possible concerning any and all
aspects of gearing ..Eventually the overall
picture of gear applications, design, quaJ-
ificationand manufacture will come into
focus.

In discussing the basics of gear design
we shall use an ,example of the simpler

ANSII B6.1~1.968
FOR UP

IBUIC RACK

geometricalcese of spus or straight tooth
parallel axis gears. Almost all of the basics
are similar in other forms of gearing, such
as helical and herringbone gears in a
parallel axis arrangement and crossed axis
helicals, bevel and worm gearing in the in-
tersecting aX'esor skew axes ar-
rangements. The details and geometry
will. vary, but the major conc:emsare quite
similar.

The Basic Rack
The basis for specifying gear teeth, the

starting point for gear specification, is
geometrical in nature and can be layed out
in a diagr.am of the ge.ar tooth form as if



the gea:r had an. infinite number of teeth
and were a rack ..This concept is called the
basic rack and differs f·oreach tooth form
:system.

The CWTent popular and widely used
tooth form system for spur gears accepted
worldwide is shown in Fig. 1. In the
United States it is identified as the ANSI
86.1 - 1968 Standar:d for Tooth Propor-
tions for Coarse Pitch Involute Spur
Gears. Cutting; tools to produee this tooth
form in. standardized diametral pitches are
frequently carried in stock in gear cutting
houses and tool supply firms.

The basic rack described here is far
from the only one possible and in the ae-
chives, museums, text books and techni-
cal' papers many others are found'. At least
30.different basic forms of involute gears
have been in popular use at some time.
Forms by Bmwn& Sharpe. Grant,
Sellers, Hunt, Logue, Willis. Day, Ander-
son, Parkinson. Nuualt FeUows, Brown,
Acme, Simmons, P&H, Wisdom, Maag,
Sunderland and probably many more are
sometimes still in use today. and the gear
engineer should be aware of this gear lore.
It is not unusual for a gear engineer to be
asked to reproduce some of these old
designs. While some of the tooth formsare
now recognized as ind'ustry standards.
many of the names ·of the originators have
disappeared.

Noninvolute Tooth. Forms
Nonmvolute form conjugate gearing

systems, such as the cydoida] form, can
also be used for gear building. Modified
involute systems like the 14.5° composite
system are also sometimes used. Other
noninvolute systems include Williams,
Wndhaber, Novikov and Concurve. In
the field of fine pitch gearing a number of
noninvolute form systems are used regu-
larly. Many are of the ogival form and
follow the British Standard or the Black
Forlfst Standard. Some names include
Prescott, Circular Arc and Wick,enbur~.
These sets may be found in the dock.
watch, instrument, timer and small toy
trade.

These basic rack systems are re£ened.to
only for background, and we will not deal
with the quite interesting aspects of these
types of gears ..They each have their place
in mechanisms and should be recognized

1 DIIUHTR'AL 'IITCM'
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FU:LIi. nUB
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Fig. 3

General Tooth Form Systems
In involute gearing there are three

general tooth form systems. The three
choicesare fun depth, stub depth and ex-
tended depth ..(See Fig. 2.)

Full depth is probably the system of
choice for most gear designers. It is
specified using diametral pitch. minch
system ...In this case, the-addendum equals
1.'0" for a 1 DP gear. The working depth
equals 2,", and clearance in the root area
will vary as needed: in general, from a
minimum of .157 II to as,much as .5".

Stub depth gears have been quite

ROOT
,

1.157

popular for several reasons ..The most im-
portant one is increased strength. Another
is the possible use of smaller gear tooth
numbers in compact 'transmission boxes.
In a stub gear, the gear addendum is less
than 1.0 1/ and, likewise. the working
depth is lessthan 2.0" for a 1 DP gear.
Usually the gear addendum and working
depth are about 75% Ito 80% of the full
depth format,

Extended depth is not nea:rly so well
known or so popular. but it does exist.
and some very interestlng gearsets have
been made with it. The applications m-
clude printing roU drives, where the gear
inaccuracy can be spread over as many as
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three tooth pairs and will smooth the
rotational transfer of motion. In other
gear boxes, the extra depth which usually
brings along with it an increased contact
ratio, possibly of two or more, and finer
pitch teeth, has been referred to as a
"quiet gear set". Extra depth teeth do have
a.property referred to as gear tooth com-
pliance or flexure because of the.height of
the teeth, Excessively long depth will
cause increased problems in the manuJac-
turing area. Although no official stan-
dards are published, working depths of
2 ...2,2.4,. 2.5and2 ..7fora 1 DP basis have
been seen in use.

fULL DEPTH SYSTEMS. Some of the
standards in use today which may not all
be published or officially adopted by a
standards group are shown in Table 1.

A finishing basiccutti.ng rack is defined
as the complement of the basic rack for
purposes of describing the tooling used 'to
produce the gear form. Fig. 3 shows the
basic cutting rack for a full depth system,
comparing the flat root to the full radius
or full fiUet form for 20 PA. Fig. 4 shows
the basic cutting rack standardized for
fine pitch gears, that is, 20 DP and finer.
It shows the special considerations given
to get an increasing amount of clearance
in the gear root as the teeth get very small.
The .20/DP + .002 clearance isalarger
proportionate amount at 100 DP than at
20DP.

srua SYSTTh1S. The AGIv1A stub sys-
tem.shown. in Fig. 5 has been very popular
for m.any years for spur gears, particularly
in industrial appli.caHons, and is also used
as the standard tooth f,onn for herringbone

Table 1 - Full Depth Systems
Name PA Addendum WholeD. Fillet R.

Flat Root 14.5 1.0 2.157 .157
Flat Root 20.0 1.0 2.157 .157
ANSlB6.1 20.0 1.0 2.250 .300
Pull Pillet 14.5 1.0 2.440 .534
PuDPUlet 20.0 1.0 2.335 .427
Full Fillet 25.0 1.0 2.250 .317
Fine Pitch 20.0 1.0 2.2+.002 Var.

Table :2 - Stub Systems

Name PA Addendum WhaleD. Fillet R.
AGMAStub 20.0 0.80 1.80 .157
PullFiDet 20.0 0.80 2.0 .500

Fellows Stub 14.5 lIDPd 2.25/DPd .1571DPd
FeDowsStub 20.0 1I0Pd 2.25/0Pd .157/0Pd

OPn - OP Numerator OPd - DP Denominator Cir. Pitch -w/DPn

.38 Gear technology

gears ..Another interesting system is shown
in Fig. 6. It is the combination or split pitch
system and uses the drcular pitch and cir-
cular tooth thickness from one diametral
pitch and the addendum. and whole depth
from another. Dna gear of 3/4 DP, for ex-
ample, the gear is basically a3 DP gear
with the shorter addendum and whole
depth for a 4 DP gear; hence, it is a stub
fonn. Some caution should be used. with
this system of stub specification. 3/4 DP
has been mistaken for .75 DP, which is
substantially larger in size.

Extended depth systems. whilew:idely
used in certain a:reas of the gear industry,
have never been adopted as an actual stan-
dardized tooth torm. Extended depth
systems are used in certain printing press
applications and in.some vehicle gearing.

Such systems might have the following
specifications: PA, 20 ..0; Addendum, 1.2;
Whole Depth, 2.65; Fillet Radius, .300.

.oTHER TOOTH SYS'I'E!Vl!S. Therea:re
several w.aysto describe gears based on.
inch and metric measurements. For full
depth we can specify the dimensions in
four different ways.

1, Diametral Pitch ..This is the ratio of
gear teeth divided by the pitch diameter in
inches. It is an inchsystem,and the ldimen~
sions for the gear data are calculated by
dividing the specific basic rack values by
'the chosen. diamettal pitch. The diametral
pitches are established in a list as I1OCcOm-

mended selection values.
2. Circular Pitch. The circular pitch of

the gear is selected according to' arecom-
mended series, and the balance of dirnen-
sions is set in proportion to the chosen cir-
cular pitch by multiplying by the specific
basic values. The propoctionsare the same
as an equivalent diametral pitch gear. and
then, if converted, the DP',ecruaIs '/I'dMded
by the 'Circular pitch, There are applica.-
tions where eircular pitch spur gearing is
still used today, and worm gear sets tradi-
tionally use the circular pitch Ito set the
tooth proportions.

3. Inch Module. In the modular sped-
fication of gears, the module number is
the addendum of the gear desired. A 1"
module gear has a 1" addendum and,
thus, is equivalent to .1.1diametral pitch
gear. While modular inch gears are used
eceasienallyva series of recommended
modules has not been published.

4. Metric Module. In the metric



module the addendum of the gear is
specified in millimeters, and all other
d:imen~ions are likewise set inproportion
to the addendum. It isa metric based
system and a recommended series of
modules are published. Pera simple con-
version, one can diivid_e 25.4 by the metric
module and arrive a't the equivalent
diametral pitch. and work from there if
one is more comfortable with the OP
system.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the four
bases with relative sized gear teeth.

Symmetrical Rack Systems. The stan-
dard proporti.oned gear or "textbook"
design is based on a symmetrical rack
concept; that is, both gears in a set can be
specified from a common rack system,
From a practical standpoint, this permits
the use of a single generanngtool, hob or
shaper cutter to produce a wide variety of
mating gear sets. (See fig ..8.)

Unsymmetrical Rack Systems. Most
gear designs 'encountered todaiy are based
on Ithe symmetrical system. In SOme in-
stances asymmetry has been used. One
example is obvious where the same
strength material is used for both gear
members and whel"e the pinion is
somewhat smaller 'than 'the gear, The
beam strength of the gear isgreater than
that. of the pinion. One way to bnngthe
strength of both gears into balance is to
increase the tooth thickness of the pinion
and reduce that on the gear by an equal
amount, keeping diametersand eenter
distance unchanged. Special! cutting tools
are required for both the gear and the pin-
ion. Fig. SA illustrates an unsymmetrical
rack application.

NafUliail iUndercuf:ting
As the number of teeth in a standard

proportioned gear decreases, a point is
reached where the phenomenon of
natural underwtti.ng occurs. For the stan-
dard 20 P:A, full depth system, 2.25 WD
and .300 fillet radius, this point occurs a.t
16 teeth and lower. The definition .of
natural undercut is the trimming away of
a po:rtion o.f the involute profile just
above 'the gear base diameter by 'the roll-
ing generatingadion of the cutting rack.
The lower the number of the Iteeth being
cut, the more the undel1cutting.unti] at
nine teeth, insufficient involute is left to
permit proper functioning of the teeth. In
other words, the 'contact ratio is less than
1.0. Fi.g. 9 shows a chart comparing the
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number of teeth at which underruttin-8
begins for various pressure angles and for
.8 stub, 1.0 full depth and 1.2 extended
depth.

Elimina'ling Natu.raJ Undercutting
Undercutting not only removes part of

the involute but also reduces the strength
of the pinion by thinning the base of the
tooth. The use of enlarged, oversize or
long addendum pinions is a way of reduc-
ing or eliminatin-8 the natural undercut.
This isaccomplished by holding thecut-
ting rack out on the pinion, creating a
long addendum and an increased tooth
thickness, and then sinking the cutting
rack in on the gear, creating a short ad-
dendum and a reduced tooth thickness.
This approach holds the center distance
at standard. An alternative to this ap-
proach is to enlarge the pinion and hold
the gear at standard. Spread centers or
non-standard centers are required for this
set, and whenever the centers are non-
standard. there isa. change in the operat-
ing pressure angle, departing from. the
nominal gear set val ue, Por external gears
the operating pressure angle rises if the
centers are spread and mops. if the centers
are dosed.

Fig. 10 is a chart of theenlargement
necessary to eliminate natural undercut.

Sharp P',ointed Teeth
As the pinion is enlarged on diameter

or the pinion cutting rack is shifted out,
the tip flat at the outside diameter is
reduced ..If shifted far enough, the gear tip
willeventually become sharp pointed
and then, beyond that point, the gear
outside diameter wiU be reduced or trun-
cated. and the gear will have depth values
below standard. The relationship of
oversize addendum. relative to achieving
a sharp pointed pinion at the standard

·Tootb
IC.!!tact

-2 Pair

$p.!!f
PlnlOll'
loo,th

.Fig ..1J



whole depth without truncation is also
shown in. Fig. 10. A compromise may
have Ito be made in some cases between
undercutting and sharp pointed teeth if
electing Ito work with small numbers of
pinion teeth.

Contact Ratio
Contact ratio, which is the actua~ line

of acti.on divided by the base pitch, is a
measure of the tolerance for passing the
load supporting contact from the current
pair of gear teeth to another succeeding
pair. A contact ratio equal to 1.0 means
a new pair of teeth pick up the contact
t,ransfer immediately after the old teeth
separat'e &om c-ontacts with little back-up
or insurance for the exchange.

A contact ratio below 1.0 means there
is not enough involute surfaceavailable
,to makea !timely exchange with proper
angular rotation and, aside from inertial
carry over, damaging, edge contact ean
occur which is usually associated with
gear noise.

A contact ratio greater than 1.0, such
as 1.5, signilies, that, for a substantial part
of the time two pairs of gear teeth carry
the load" and 'the balance of time 00.1 y one
pair of teeth carry the load. Fig. 11 il-
lustratesthe instant in time when there is
only one pair of gear teeth incontact, and
Fig. 12 shows another instant when two
pair of teeth are in contact and supporting
the load on a gear set with 1.556 contact
ratio. Fig. 13 shows the progression of
'teeth pairs Ln contact across the active
gear profile.

Gear Noise
Gear noise is frequentlly associated

with the 'contact ratio and total tooth
depth, the stub teeth being, more prone to
noise and at the same time relatively
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[ower on contact ratio. Extended depth
teeth with higher contact ratios tend to be
quieter. The graph in fig. 14 illustrates
this relationship.

Gears with lower pressure angles are
also known to have lewer noise levels
and, because of their geometry, have
higher contact ratics as graphically
shown in Fig. 15..

Relative Strength
As the pressure angle goes up, the gear

tooth bending strength goes up also,
other things being equal likewise, as the
pressure angle is reduced the strength is
lessened. The relationship of the pressure
angle and relative strength is shown in
fig ..16.

A Case 'Study
To focus on some of the generalities ad-

dressed.a sample spur gear set was con-
structed having a pinion of 10 teeth
mating witha 60 tooth gear. If the stan-
dard20 PAfull: dfpth.2.25 WD and a .300
fiiUetradius are used/a. natural undercut-
ting situation will occur. Fig. 17 is a scale
form of the pinion generated with stan-
dard proportions using the above rack
form .. The addendum is 1.0 and the
undercutting is visible just above the base
circle ..

In Fig. 18 the basic rack has been held
out and the outside diameter of the pinion
enlarged. creating an oversize pinion ..
The amount of oversize used is that
necessary to reacha sharp pointed tip,
but sHU retain the standard full depth
without truncation, AU signs of natural
undercutting are gone. The addendum is
1.68.

Another approach was to make the
pinion just enough oversize to eliminate
the natural undercut, which only required
anaddendum of 1.41, a value readily
found in the trade standards. fig. 19
shows the form for the final design.

An interesting analysis of this gear set
can be made by ploUing pinion tip flat,
contact ratio and 'T factor against the
pinion addendum .. This is presented in
Fig. 20, a three variable graph, The tip
flat is largest at standard addendum and
decreases to zero at 1..68 addendum. At
the same time, the 'J' factor, which is a
measure of strength, is increasing stead-
ily. An interesting thing occurs with the
contact ratio ..It climbs as the pinion ad-
dendum increases, until at 1.41adden-
dum the contact ratio begins to decline.



The use of the 1.41 addendum represents
a good compromise for all three
variables.

Relative S6ding
As a pinion tooth passes through the

mesh contact zone with its mating gear,
the teeth surfaces pass over each other.
Except for the point at the operating pitch
circles where pure roHin,g exists, different
lengths of involute surface on each mat-
ing gear sweep over each other and slid-
ing occurs, This sliding is usually greatest
near the pinion outside diameter, reduces
to zero at 'the operating pitch diameter
and reverses direction and continues to
increase again to a maximum near the
start of active profile. Of the standard
proportioned gears, stub teeth have the
least sliclingand those using the extended
depth nave the most. Likewise long ad-
dendum gears have more sliding than
standard addendum gears. In r,ating gears
lor dlll"abi~ity, relative sUding is a.factor
and must be eenstdered, Fig, 21 graphi-
caUy Illustrates, f,or our case study gear
sets of 10 &; ,60 teeth, the comparison Qf
involute segments, at the tip of the pinion

IhYolu,tI
SlIdlnl

BD

fig. 21

Gear Analysis Software
What took days ... Now takes minutes

Just a few of our valued customers
• General Motors • General Electric
• Lockheed • Arrow Gear
• Overton Gear
Plus over 60,.000 customers using our TK Solver
problem solving software.

Over 60 programs to choose from.
Priced from $25 to $110,000.
Buy the software you reatly need, no more.
.lIn most of the programs the formulas ar righl.
in front of you. Change them if you like,

Rldl •• on Plnlonl

Fig,22 10-60T 20PA

(continued OM: page 48)

Benefits,
Save design time up to 80%
Save mallUfaduriDg cost up to 40%
Reduce noise
Increase life
Reduce weight
Optimum design
and mOI",e •••

Practi.cal Softwu,e from ,1m estalltished ,company Call U~ toll fw(' to get (I](I)t' information "IHIllt th!' l··I ....:..
family of soltwar« produ.ls or to know morv ahollt (JUI

hands Oil trailling school, oil solvinz pr,llt ilill plohlt,tIIs.

IUniversal' Tec.hnical Sysrems, Inc.
'220 Rock StJieet,Rockfo.rd, It. ,61101. USA

(800) 435-7887 Toll free. (815) 963-2220 In IIlmois
(815) 963-8884 FAX
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Involutometry
Illustrations
Harlan W. Van Gepen, P.E.

C. Kent Reece, P.E.
Van Gerpen-Reece Engineerina, Cedar FaDs,IA

In our last issue, the labels on the drawings illustrating
'1nvolutometry" by Harlan Van Gerpen and C. Kent Reece
were inadwrtentIy omitted. For your convenience we have
reproduced the corrected illustrations hen. We R!gl'et any in-
convenience this may have caused our readers.

fil.l-Involutec:urve.

EIs. 3- MuJdpJdrwoJute aln"G.

, PITCH i

~
RACK

Fla. 4 - Hue pitch of • par and a rack.
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Mltertlll De.dflne: Ads must be received by
the 25th of' 1M month, two months prior to
publication. Acceptance: Publisher
reserveslhe righl t.oaccept Or Ir,eject
cl'assifiedadver1lsemelltsBt his dlscr;elloll .

Ratt.: Classifiedl Displ'ay-per Illch
(minimum 3) 1X-$130, 3X·$120,. eX-$110.
Type wUlbe set to advertJsers layout 'or Gear
Technology will set type, atno extra charge.
Word 100unt:35 characters per line, 1linEls
perilnch.

P.yment.lFull pa.yment must accompany
classified ads. Mail copy to Gear
Technology, P.O. Box 1426. Elk Grove
VUlage. IL 60009. Agency Comml .. lon: No
.agency commission on classified's.

COMPUTER AIDS

GiAR ESTiIMA1lING
Tine COSTIMATOR® computer

aided cost estimating system insures
speed and consistency in the dilfflcult

. task of estimating the costs, of all
: types of gears.. . I

Used by small sho,ps and Fortune
500 companies throughout the
country.

For compl'ete ,information
contact us today.

M'anufacturers Technologies, I'nc.
59<3 Interstate Dr.

West Springfield, MA 01089
(413) 733-19'72
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GIEARCA!LCULATIONI
IPROGIRAMS FORTHIE

G,EAA MANUFACTURER
IN!EXPENISIIVE,. EASY TO RUNI

ON IBM! COM!PATIBLES

IINC'HI(ID~I
METRIC (Modi.)

IEXTERNAI!..

I

INfERNAL
SPUR

II HELlCAt.!----- .............-,:.:..:=:::..::;,..:.::....------
STRAIGHT BEVEL (104)

SPIRA.l BEVEL 1116 & 27 GRD
BLANK AND SUMMARIES

For Brochure and More Information
CALL OR WAIITE

UNIVERSAL GEAR co, INC.
- P.O.Box- A.G., Anza. CA 92306

(714) 763-461:6
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COMPUTER AJDS

GEARS SPLINES
IDESIGNI& TOOLlNIG

,CONSULTINGI & SOFTWAR:E
• I!.atus design your gears for greater

streng1h.
• Let us install our software and train

your people in the latest gear and cut-
ter computingl methods. Triall periods
available.

• Ybu can lbenefit from our many years
,of ,experience with computers. 'gear
design and manufacturing.

'. ·Software for IBM and compatibl'e,
computers.

VA.NIGERPEN·REECE IENGINEERING
1502 Grand Blvd.

Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613
(319) 266-4614

DESIGN AKALVSIS
IBM COMPATIBLE CO.PUlTERS

WOR-- • SPUR • MELlICAL. rN"liEANAL.
Source Code' P,liovidedl <,Basic),
Se'lf Pro.mptingl _ .
Complete Inst'l'uction Manuals
Non-Standardl Center Distances
Recess Designs
Non"Standardl Tooth Depths
Contact Diagram for Worm Drives
Tolerances per AGM~ 390.03,

IliOAD ANAlYSIS, per
• ' Buc:kinglham Eq,uations
.' AGMA 21B.01,or·440.04· for WORMS
• Buckinghaml Gear Books Availa'ble
BUCKJNG.H.A_M ASSOCLAT,ES IINC.

Springfield, VT 05156

GEAR DESIGN/ANALYSISfor IBM PC; &
compa~Dles, GEARCALC($995): design op-
timum spur & helical,gearsetsfmm appli·
cation data. AGMA218 ($1495): ,calclillate,
pitting and bencfingfaliglile ives per AGMA
Std .: 21!8.01. SCORING + ($4'95):
analyze/plot scoring & wear pro-
babilities. IFast. menu-driven pro-
grams work 8S one system (oombin-
ed price $2495), do, extensive error-
check.'ing. Comprehensi;ve, manuals
(theory, operation, examples) in.-
eluded. Demo avail'able. GEAAJECH
Software, Inc., 11)17 Pomona. Ave.,
Albany. CA 94106 (415) 524-0668.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

••• IFOR GEAR CONSULTA.NTS
Put EXCIITING, NEW GEAR DI'AG-
NOSTle TECHNOLOGY to work
so'lvinQ your 01ients' most critical gear
problems,
Fortune 500s ar,snow geffingllBFlEAK-
THROUGH ENIH'ANCEMENTS IN
MONITORING, G,EAR: iP,ERF,O,R·
MANCE AND CONDITION .... for
,end 01' line (CA). pr,edictiv,e
ma.intenance & engineering and
testingl appl.icatiofls.
Join MTe in applyingl1his tectmal'ogy.
Call ED PAGE for more information .

MONitORING TECHNOLOGY OORPORATION
2119 Hartland Road

Falls Church, VA 2'2043
Call (703) '698-5520

CIRCilE A.-28 ON READERREPLVCARD

Bring in new customers for your business by advertising in
GEAR' TECHNOLOGY, The Journal of Gear Manufa,ctur,ing.

Call 1312J437 ..6604



FMC Corporation Ground Systems
D.ivislon. longi the wol'ld's lead ing
manufacturer o~military tracked
veh.icles. seeks a senior mechanical
engineer with extensive experience
(ten years) in power train design.

fhe successful candidate will
perform all phases of transmission
design, 'Including concept and detail
design, vendor lialsona_ndfield
inspections. Ten years. design
,experience with major transmission
units Is required, as 'is familiarity with
military specifications and working
design knowledge 01 gears, splines,
bearings, iiI, wear life, castings and
machined parts from forgings.

IFMC olfers an excellent salary and
a.comprehensive benefits package.
For prompt ·considera.tion please
send resume, including, your salary
history arnd requirements, to: IFMC
Corpor:atlo.nGround Systems
Dlvlslol1,328 W. Bro'kaw Road,
IBox 58123. Dept. 117-8&-04,
Santa Clara, CA.95052.
We· a.re an Equal S··. ·..-ha. --.
c;>pportunity , ._ . re
Employer. tliePride

GEAR PiERSONiNEL
,ENGINEERS

GEAR GRINDER.S
M_ACHINISTS,

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION
PRODUCTION OON1iROL

QUALITY OONTiROL/lNSPECTION
SALES

. ACA: has moved! to a new 85,000 square
II foot facility in Mt. Olemens" Michigan . .As

a result, the above and ,other new positions
are being created. If you are in the the gear
business in any capacity, are ambitious
and thinkirng of making a move, send us
your resume.

ACR INDUSTRIES, INC.
15375, Twenty- Th..ree Mile Rd.
Mt. Clemens, IMI48044-9680'

SERVICE

GEAR TOOTH'
GRINDING SERVICE
Open Capacity On Our

REISHAUEA GEA!R TOO,T,H ,GRINDERS
We are capable of grinding your
gears to AGMA standards for
salvage' or as a planned operationl in
prototype or production quamities.

CERTIFIED' GEAR INSPECTION,
IFor immedi,ate service phone:

7116-892-0400
Or send inquiri.es to:

PiRO-GEAR COMPAINV
4100Kennedy Road
Buff.alo, N.Y. 14227

PAC~E'R IEINGI,NiEiERING
312/355-57.2.2,ext.214

BOX 353, NAPERViILlE, IL 60566
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GEAR TESTING ANiD
DE.8liGN FAC:IUTIES

• GEAR DESIGN (NOISE - STIRENGTH)
• ROTATING GEAR (TORQUE - SPEED

CONTAOL) TEST MACHINES.
I • SINGliE TOOTH IBENDING FATIGUE

TESTING.
• STATISTICAI.PLANNING,- ANALVSIS.
• WROUGHT STEELS. SINTERED

METALS, NON-METALLICMAns.
• CAD FACILITIES FOA LOW COST

Se;-T-UP.
• CUSTOM TEST MACHINE: DESIGN
• EXPERIENCED PERSONNEl..
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GEAR TOOTH GRINDING
& HONING ONLY

Production Ouantlties
314" P.O. to 27.S" P.O.
3.5 D..P. and 111 " Faoe
Gear Tooth, Finishing
lisour 'Only Business

INe have no turning, hobbing or
shaping capability

ALLEG_HENY 'GE.oJR CORP ..

A!PPUCATI,O'N
TESTING-IDEVELOPMEINT I

,

Total Gear Technology
!rom. comput,ero ,aided. I

engmeen.ng of deSign to, fmol I

application ,testing.
., Loaded Contact and Axle Deflectiion
., Fa:tigue Strength and DurabiHty
., Constant Velocity Testing
., Instrumented Vehicile 'Sound Anal:ysis
., G-Age with Zeiss CMM
., Single Flank
., Finite Element Analysis

The Gleason Works
1000 University Ave.

Rochester, New York 14692
(716) 461-8026, Larry Palmateer

1
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POSITION WANTED CNC'GEAR
INSiPECTIONI

WORM-SPUR-HEUCAL
INTERNAL-EXTERNAL

!INVOLUTE-LEAD

<$>
OVE:RNIGHT S!ERVIC:E ON

CHAIRT ANALYSIS

COSA C'OiRP.,
11680S. urVERNOIS

ROCHES,llER, MI. 48063
313-652-7404

IFAX313-652-1450

DESIGN ENGINEER with 25 years experience
seeking position in rotatlng element related ln-
dustry. -DeSign and project control experience in
gear boxes (helical, worm, planetary. $piral bevel,
etc ..)ResulTle and references upon request. Will·
lingito relocate !or theJighl. ,opportun ity. Please
send reply to: Box HT, Gear Technology, P.O.
Box 1426, Elk Grove, IL 60007
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BACK TO BASICS ...
(continu.e.dfrompage 43)
and flank of the gear that must pass over
each other.

Fig. 22 isa plot of the ratio of the sliding
velocity and the rotational velocity at
various radii on the pinion for a standard
addendum and a 1.6810ng addendum.
The oversize has a significant effect on the
pinion tip with the involute sliding ap-
proaching 70% of the pitch line velocity
for the long addendum design.

Very SmaU Pinions
Seeing just how small a number of

teeth can be designed into the pinion ·ot a
gear set is not onXya Challenge, but also
a.practical exercise, Reduced numbers of
gear pairs can. reduce the number of com-
ponents needed as well as cost and space
requirements. In the case of a reversing
drive, a one-pair set can reduce the
cumulative effect ·of total backlash.
However, other matters involved require
careful consideration before using such
small pinions ..Gear manufacturers will
warn of the difficulties in producing such
parts with useable profiles, especially in
the region near the base circle.

Earle Buckingham found a design for a
five tooth spur gear set, but concluded
that a 22.5" pressure angle was re-
quired. (l) He found a symmetrical rack
form would work and described the
design inone of his books ..This pinion is
shown in Fig. 23. It has a contact ratio of
1.06 available.

Spur pinions of four teeth havealso
been made. One such example is
presented in Fig. 24. This design uses and
requires an unsymmetrical basic rack,
implying a separate generating tool for
the pinion and the gear. It is geometric-
ally impossible to develop any spur pin-
ions with sufficient involute form to get
a. contact ratio equal to 1.0 with .fewer
than four teeth.

H helical. gears are considered, it is
possible to make and use pinions of one,
two and three teeth, and a sketch is given
in.Fig. 25 of a.one-tooth helical pinion to
show the possibilities.

References

1..BUCKINGHAM, EARLE.. Spur Gear
Design, Operation and Production. 1st
ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1928. p..
194.

Aclcnow~t: Presentetlr;rt SME Gear Process-
illg .and MRll!4Acturing Clinic, .1987. Reprinted
courtesy of Society of Memufacturing Eng:ineetS.
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InSeven Decades
the Bask Principlesof Ge~rMaking

Haven't Changed ...Until Now

Introducing PHOENIX™
NO CRADlE" NO IECCENTRJC~
INOISWIVEL NO ,OUTliERTlIJ:

PHOENIX IS a revoMionary
new gear machine that eliminates
alii ,of the mechanical setup adjust-
mems necessaJ)lwiUlI conventional
machines used tor cuningl or grinCl-
ing ~I and trypoid gears. The
result Both uptime andflexibiJity
are multipliedl•

On~y6ul!S of ma~hlnemotion
'Cfeate,aUgear tooth geomeuy

With PHOENIX, r6 CNC~conrroJ'-
led axes do it all. Tihe secret is
Gleason's ability to control [these 6
axes so precisely rha£the rnecnan-
icall motions we all Il(now are no
longer required.

Changeover
In minutes

Rand'om ,batch
processing can be as
Simple as calling up
a program and 'put-
ting the toolin91 lin
place. Cutter length
adjustments areac-
complished auto-
matically. Training
requirements are
minimized.

HIgh repealsD.IIIl)'i • ~setup'ro-
setup ,'-nd madlIne4o-maChine

The variables dIsappear Setup in-
aonsfstencres Ibel:\Neen batches. or
bel:\Neen machines. are' replaced
with CNC control of aJil setup
parameters. Trlal-and-error adjust:..
ments are eliminared. makingl scrap
al real r:arity:

Designed faF automat jan ••. ,
- now ,or later

The PHOENIX design. aombined
with irs high repeatability and com-
prehensive CNC ,eontJOli.make it
srrnpretc automate part and [0011
handling, CelJ and system ,integra-
non has never been easier.

Slx·Dls pRcl'slanl eflmlnilte11 cradle.
'K~__nt1Ic,. ,cuttertl/I. swlwl •••

and tradltlo".1 letup.

The whole stoIy
find out more

aooUl: how the ITIOst
dramatic improve-
ment in ,gear produc-
tion in decades,can
1JVO/1( into your preos,
Call IGal)' Figler at
11161 '461-8130. Or
\Mite to The Gleason
Works, Division of
Gleason Corporation.
P.O. Box 229'710.
IRochester, NY 1%92'
17161473-1000.



FOR ASTER
EASY TO IINSTALL - Because ot Us small size and we,lg'ht, the IFORMAS,TERdoes not reo
qulre major machine modlflcaUons and can be installed on nearly any grinder. Installation can
IUsual:lyIbeaccomplished lin less thana day.
EA,SY T'O' OPERATIE - Two axiis design simplifies programmlngl and operation. You can
choose between four popular controls that feature menu and 'G·eode proqrammlnq, graphic
slmulatlon, automatic corner mund:iing, automatic dramond tntckaeas compensation, andl
more.

REDUCES, WHIEEL
IDRESSINGTIMIE

MA'DE I'N U.S.A.

IIMIPROVES ACCUR.ACY

A.CCUIRATE - To wltlhln ;t; .0001" of proqrammecolmenstcn, with repeat accuracy to withlin
.00006,". Extra precision, rouer bearing ways, pre-loaded rouerecrews andl optleal linear
encoders, as wen as superior des:i'gnand construction" give the FO!RIMASTERt'he albUity to ho!lld
lnspectlcn '9,ageaccuracy,
IPRODUCT'lViE - No templates or special diamond rolls are needed" so lead' Urnes and tool-
Ingl iinventorles are reduced. Most forms can be programmed' and dressed in, ready to grind In
30 to 45 mlnut.es. Refreshing the form betw~englrinding passes is accempllahed in seconds.
VERSATI!LE - Can be used with singlle potnt diamonds or withl optional rotary dialmond
wheel attachment. Neairly any form can be dressed quickly, easily and accurately,
IDURABLE. - Ha,rd'sealsare closely fUted and are air purged to totallyexclude centarnlna-
tion. Sealed servo motors, autcmatlc lubrlcatlon and totatly enclesed encoders minimize down
time and ensure lon'91servlee life.

P'.O.•IBox 691

.Arden, INC :2870:4
(704) 684·100.2 NORMAe IP.'O'., Bo,x .207

NorthvUle', IMII4816,7'
(313),349·2644

CI:RCLE A·15 ON IREA'OER REPLY CA'RO




